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Shirin Neshat (b. 1957, Iran) is one the best-known Iranian artists living in the United States. 
“Women of Allah” (1993-1997), a project with thirty-eight black and white photographs 
addressing the 1979 revolution and its aftermath in Iran, established her success as an artist. Two 
decades later, after exploring different mediums, making videos, and directing movies, Neshat 
returned to black and white photography in “The Book of Kings” (2010-2012), a series of fifty-
eight photographs, in which she responds to another political uprising, the Green Movement 
(2009). Neshat visualized the people who were involved in each revolution by engaging and 
reinterpreting both political events as works of art.1 
In addition to their symbolic representation of people’s struggle for power and freedom 
and their involvement in the uprisings, “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings” correspond 
to one another in their visual aesthetics. Neshat used similar visual imagery to develop the 
photographs of both series. She directed the models’ poses and photographed their portraits with 
 
1 In an interview with Melissa Chiu, Neshat said “Women of Allah” series “became a visual narrative about the 
1978-79 Islamic Revolution, exploring the concept of “martyrdom,” which became so central and almost 
institutionalized by the regime.” Then years later, “The Book of Kings” series¾inspired by the 2009 Green 
Movement¾tried to captured another part of Iranian history, revealing a profound transformation in Iranian 
culture.”  Melissa Chiu, “Poetic History: An Interview with Shirin Neshat,” in Shirin Neshat: Facing History, ed. 
Melissa Chiu and Melissa Ho (Washington: Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, 2015), 35. 
The 1979 Revolution was a result of decades of political activism by various groups with different political and 
revolutionary ideology. The unity of these political forces led to overthrow of the Pahlavi monarchy and the factions 
who had the support of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (1930-1989) managed to suppress all rival revolutionary 
ideologies and brought him to power. In April 1, 1979, Iran became an Islamic Republic by national referendum. 
Thirty years later, another political upheaval, the Green Movement arose to protest the results of the 2009 
presidential election. Tens of thousands of people who saw the election as fraud gathered in the streets of Tehran 
and other big cities in Iran, something unusual since the 1979 revolution, and sought for the invalidation of the 
election result and they hope for political and civil liberties. The ruling government saw the demonstrations as a 
threat, violently confronted people, and placed the Movement's leaders on house arrest. Although the Green 
Movement did not achieve what it hoped for, it shook the foundation of the Islamic Republic and promised a 
political possibility for the future of the country. Pedram Khosronejad, “Some Observations on Visual 
Representations of the 2009 Iranian Presidential Election Crisis,” Iranian Studies 44, no. 3, Beyond the Iranian 
Frame: From Visual Representation to Socio-Political Drama (May 2011): 396, accessed May 4, 2020, 







frontal gazes, and she handwrote verses from modern Iranian literature in black ink on the 
surface of photographs. In her process, she occasionally included emblems of violence either by 
photographing the models with a gun or rifle or by drawing the scene of a battleground over the 
photographs. Occasionally, she painted the color red on her constructed images (fig. 1 & 2).2 
Although both series visually and thematically speak to each other, there is a difference 
in the representation of the people involved in each revolt. “Women of Allah” is populated with 
the photographs of veiled women. However, in responding to the Green Movement, Neshat did 
not photograph the female models with any religious symbolism. Further, the veiled woman in 
“Women of Allah” is directly related to a symbol of violence, for instance, holding a rifle in 
front of her or pointing a gun at the viewer. But in “The Book of Kings,” Neshat only points to 
the violence in three photographs she named the “Villains.” (fig. 3) Besides, the violence 
represented in the latter series is in the form of drawn illustrations of bloody battlegrounds 
borrowed from an epic monument of Persian poetry, Shahnameh (ca. 977- 1010) by Abdolqasem 
Ferdowsi (ca. 940-1020), which the series took its title from the English translation: The Book of 
Kings.3 
The overt presence of a religious mandate in “Women of Allah” and its absence in “The 
Book of Kings,” as well as Neshat’s different approach to address the violence in each series, 
create a dichotomy between them. This dichotomy has been always existed in her work since the 
beginning of her career. From 1997 and the very first appearance of “Women of Allah” at the 
Artspeak Gallery in Vancouver, Canada, scholars addressed the presence of binary oppositions in 
 
2 See Scott MacDonald, “Between Two Worlds: An Interview with Shirin Neshat,” Feminist Studies 30. no. 3 (Fall 
2004): 629, accessed April 20, 2019, 
https://www.gladstonegallery.com/sites/default/files/SN_FeministStudies_Fall2004reduced.pdf; and Melissa Ho, 
“The State of In-between: Shirin Neshat’s Iran,” in Shirin Neshat: Facing History, 20.   







her works. For example, they point to femininity and violence, gender segregation in Islamic 
societies, and “piety and erotism.”4 Hamid Dabashi, Neshat’s early admirer, in a symbolic 
reading of “Women of Allah,” offers that “piety and sensuality,” the two binary oppositions in 
Neshat’s commanding culture meet each other in “Women of Allah.”5  
These binary oppositions are indebted to Neshat’s ambiguous visual language. She 
acknowledged the ambiguity in her work in an interview with Shadi Sheybani and admitted that 
“it draws a wide range of responses.”6 The visual elements she employed to develop the 
photographs of both series allow the readers to approach the works based on their proximity and 
understanding of these visuals. She said to Sheybani that “how the viewer, Iranian or Westerner, 
perceives the work depends to a great extent on his or her personal background and experience 
with Islam and Islamic cultures.”7 In this sense, Neshat’s audience, like the literature about her 
works, which have been produced mainly in the United States and Europe, can be grouped into 
two general categories. One group is the people who are insiders to the culture Neshat borrows 
her materials from. They have access to the meanings of the inscribed words, and to some extent, 
they understand the local symbolism of her visual language as they have experienced living in 
such a society. For some of her viewers in this group, “especially (those) who lived through the 
Islamic revolution,” now living in exile, Neshat agreed that “it is not easy to separate the art from 
their personal histories.”8 The other group is outsiders to Neshat’s culture who cannot read Farsi, 
 
4 Hamid Dabashi, “Being at Home in Exile: Shirin Neshat at Work,” Aljazeera, April 13, 2013, accessed February 2, 
2020, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2013/04/20134895818339603.html.  
5 Dabashi, “Bordercrossings: Shirin Neshat’s Body of Evidence,” in Shirin Neshat, ed. Giorgio Verzotti (Milan, 
Italy: Edizione Charta and the Museo 'Arte Contemporanea, Turin, 2002), 37. 
6 Shadi Sheybani, “Women of Allah: A Conversation with Shirin Neshat,” Michigan Quarterly Review 38, no. 2 











and they approach her works with different capacities. Their readings are influenced by their 
perspective towards each visual element in the transnational context, which are often influenced 
by the resources they built their knowledge about the region, and sometimes leave out Neshat’s 
conscience and unconscious motivations as an artist. The same trend can be traced in the 
scholarly readings of her work. 
Further, there is not a monolithic critical view about her work in each of these groups. 
There is a degree of difference among the viewers and critics as they encounter her works with 
their distinct concerns, and they read their own histories and beliefs into these binary oppositions 
and ambiguities when exploring her works. The 1979 revolution and, consequently, Neshat’s 
exile in the U.S., the condition of women living under the Islamic law in her country, later, the 
9/11 terrorist attacks, and Neshat’s political commentaries about Iran have guided the viewers of 
her works. These conditions, together or alone, have inspired the scholars to write about these 
binaries in the photographs of “Women of Allah,” the visual language of her films, and even the 
story of the people in “The Book of Kings” photographs.  
The “exilic disposition” of Neshat is alive within the lines of literature about her since the 
first catalog essay published by Artspeak Gallery.9 The critics of her work pointed to her 
personal history and her relationship with the 1979 revolution. They spoke of the trauma Neshat 
experienced at the time of change and they expanded on the social and political factors of pre- 
and post-revolutionary Iran; however, they did not fully explore the relationship between her 
trauma and the larger historical context and how they played a role in shaping Neshat’s visual 
language. This thesis engages with the differences between “Women of Allah” and “The Book of 
 
9 Hamid Dabashi, “Transcending the Boundaries of an Imaginative Geography,” in Shirin Neshat: The Last Word, 







Kings” as an insider to the culture Neshat borrowed her visual elements from, and it offers a 
different reading. It contextualizes the elements she employed to develop the photographs of 
each series with a trauma informed approach. It argues that the dichotomy between the series 
connects them on a level that is directly related to Neshat’s exile and, as matter of fact, her stance 
toward the 1979 revolution and the 2009 Green Movement. Reading “Women of Allah” and 
“The Book of the Kings” considering her trauma reveals an underlying sentiment that goes 
beyond the visual and thematic correspondence of the series and their differences: the presence 
of the past, mourning for the home she lost to the 1979 revolution which imposed on her a life in 
exile, and nostalgia.  
To understand how the past resides in the photographs of each series, it is crucial to point 
to the importance of the 1979 events in Neshat’s life and how they affected her memory of home. 
Neshat left Iran to attend college in the United States four years before the Islamic Revolution. 
Her experience of home was that of a seventeen-year-old girl from an upper-middle class family 
who was educated in an Italian Catholic school in Tehran. When she was a teenager back home, 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah (1919, Iran – 1990, Egypt), “was at the peak of his power in 
1973 [...] and Iranian middle-class bourgeoisie would never have it better [...]. The Shah did not 
participate in the Arab oil embargo of 1973 and thus his oil revenue had skyrocketed.”10 As a 
result, the middle class and upper-middle-class in Iran benefited the most because of it. During 
this time, with billions of dollars of oil money, the Shah mostly pursued modernization in terms 
of showy projects, expensive weaponry, and fancy consumer goods which drastically changed 
the look of some places in Tehran. By the time Neshat graduated from high school and left home 
 







for Los Angeles, CA, “the lucrative look of uptown Tehran” was the image of a place called 
home for her.11  
Her father who was a prominent physician and “a member of landed gentry,” like many 
people of her class who desired Western education for their children, sent Neshat to Los Angeles 
to begin her higher education studies at the Dominican College of San Rafael.12 Later, she 
transferred to U.C. Berkeley to study painting and got her BA in 1979 and her MA and MFA in 
1981 from the Department of Art Practice and moved to New York the following year. While 
she was at school, “a massive social revolution erupted and rocked her homeland to its 
foundations.”13 It removed Iran’s last monarch, the Shah, from power and replaced his 
government with the Islamic Republic.14  
The culmination of decades of “mobilization by political forces espousing various 
political ideologies [some secular, others religious]” led to the revolution in February of 1979.15 
This event, unforeseen for Neshat, led to a troubled decade and unpleasant incidents for a place 
she knew as home. Uncertain about the events that were unfolding in Iran, Neshat decided not to 
return for at least fifteen years. When she was at school, the unity of diverse political forces 
secured the revolution, but the factions who had the support of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini 
(1930-1989) managed to suppress all rival revolutionary ideologies of a secular nature and took 
power by eliminating the rest.16 Soon after, on November 4, 1979, “students following the line of 
[Ayatollah Khomeini] stormed the American Embassy in Tehran and held fifty-two American 
 
11 Dabashi, 39. 
12 Ibid., 33. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid., 34. 
15 Ibid., 35. 
16 Ashraf Zahedi, “Contested Meaning of the Veil and Political Ideologies of Iranian Regimes,” Journal of Middle 








diplomats hostage for 444 days,” after the Carter’s Administration’s decision to admit 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah, into the United States on October 20th, of that year, for 
medical treatment.17 Ibrahim Yazdi (1931-2017), the foreign minister in Iran's interim 
government after the revolution, likened this decision to opening a Pandora's Box.18 Ayatollah 
Khomeini, who was suspicious of the reported illness, saw it as a threat to his newly established 
government. He considered this illness as cover to get the Shah back into the United States, 
where he could make plans to return to power similar to the CIA-sponsored coup in 1953 against 
Dr. Mohammad Mosaddeq (1882-1967), Iran’s Prime Minister from 1951 until 1953, the coup 
that restored the fugitive Shah to power with the help of the United States.19 
Neshat encountered the revolution’s regime change from a monarchy to a theocracy and 
the hostage crisis through US mass media from a distance. It was a traumatic time for her and 
other Iranians living in the United States, as it was a distressing time for Americans fearful of the 
lives of the hostages. She watched “Nightline,” a television show on the ABC network that 
began during the hostage crisis, as a nightly update of the situation and witnessed the “rampant 
antagonism against Iranians” due to the emotional distress caused by the incident.20 The yellow 
ribbons and planted flags and parades of undergraduates in some U.S. universities calling “Nuke 
 
17 Farhang Jahanpour, "The Roots of the Hostage Crisis," The World Today 48, no. 2 (1992): 34, accessed March 6, 
2019, http://www.jstor.org/stable/40396377.  
18 Betty Glad, "Personality, Political and Group Process Variables in Foreign Policy Decision-Making: Jimmy 
Carter's Handling of the Iranian Hostage," International Political Science Review / Revue Internationale De Science 
Politique 10, no. 1 (1989): 41, accessed March 6, 2020,  
http://www.jstor.org.ccny-proxy1.libr.ccny.cuny.edu/stable/1600729.  
19 For information about the Hostage Crisis, see Farhang Jahanpour, "The Roots of the Hostage Crisis," The World 
Today 48, no. 2 (1992): 34-61, accessed March 6, 2019, http://www.jstor.org/stable/40396377; and David L. Larson, 
“The American Response to the Iranian Hostage Crisis: 444 Days of Decision,” International Social Science Review 
57, no. 4 (Autumn1982):195-209, accessed February 2, 2019, https://www.jstor.org/stable/41881381.  
20 To read more about Hostage Crisis and antagonism against Iranians in the U.S. at the time, see Lawrence A. Wolf, 
“America Held Hostage: The Iran Hostage Crisis of 1979-1981 and U.S.-Iranian Relations,” OAH Magazine of 
History 20, no. 3, The U.S. and the Middle East (May 2006): 27-30; and Hamid Dabashi, “Transcending the 
Boundaries of an Imaginative Geography,” in Shirin Neshat: The Last Word, ed. Hamid Dabashi & Octavio Zaya 







Iran! Maim Iranians!” during the time of the crisis was a reminder of the drastic transformation 
in Iran.21  
The hostage crisis was followed by another distressing time. Six months after returning 
the fifty-two diplomats to the United States, Iraq invaded Iran in September of 1980, and one of 
the longest conventional interstate wars began and lasted for eight years. “The Salience of the 
threat of revolutionary contagion from Iran” and Iran’s support of Iraq’s oppositional forces like 
Kurds and Shia groups, which violated the 1975 treaty between the two countries, were the  
rationale for this attack.22 Based on the treaty of 1975 that Iraq had with the Shah, Iraq gave up a 
large part of the water way border, “the Shatt al-Arab,” where the two countries had a historic 
conflict over, and Iran agreed “to stop supporting (the Kurdish) revolt.”23 The newly established 
government in Iran did not respect the Shah’s promise and this encouraged Iraqi’s decision to go 
to war with Iran. Iraq saw this war as a “bid for regional dominance by taking the advantage of 
perceived revolutionary instability in Iran” while they knew Iran did not have the U.S. support 
anymore unlike the situation before 1979.24 Consulting with other “(Persian) Gulf states in May 
1980 about (their) intentions to attack Iran” and informing several states’ leaders about (their) 
plans in July and August, Iraq initiated the full-scale invasion on September 22, 1980.”25  
 
21 David L. Larson, “The American Response to the Iranian Hostage Crisis: 444 Days of Decision,” International 
Social Science Review 57, no. 4 (Autumn1982):196, accessed February 2, 2019, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/41881381.  
22 Will D. Swearingen, “Geopolitical Origins of the Iran-Iraq War,” Geographical Review 78, no. 4 (October 1988): 
408, accessed November 20, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/215091.  
23 Swearingen, 408. 
24 Andrew T. Parasiliti, “The Causes and Timing of Iraq's Wars: A Power Cycle Assessment,” International 
Political Science Review 24, no. 1 (January 2003):154, accessed November 20, 2020, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1601336.  
25 Gregory Gause, “Iraq's Decisions to Go to War, 1980 and 1990,” Middle East Journal 56, no. 1 (Winter, 2002): 







Neshat followed the developments of the revolution in Iran between 1979 and 1989 along 
with the drastic changes of her homeland through media reports which were populated with 
masses of veiled Iranian women, alien to her memory of home.26 Finally, when Neshat did go 
back in 1990, what she witnessed from afar was confirmed by her return experience. She 
returned to a place devastated by the eight-year war, where every corner of the capital, Tehran, 
told the story of an uneasy time. The city was especially bombarded during the last months of the 
Iran-Iraq war. Tehran was covered with murals of the eight-year war martyrs, ayatollahs, and 
“paradisal promises delivered in thick Arabic phrases,” the city that had once been likened to 
Paris, was not Paris anymore.27 The public appearance of women was different from what she 
remembered, due to compulsory veiling. Women now wore either traditional veiling (a top to toe 
veil called chador) or the headscarf that covers the hair along with the manteau (an oversized 
shirt dress). Men were more bearded and there were no signs of ties or bowties. Hamid Dabashi 
describes: “Tehran had lost the urban look of its cosmopolitan- for the ruling monarchy and the 
privileged bourgeoisie had packed their graces and taken away their soft and genteel marks from 
its countenance.”28 Not only was the people’s look in public different, but also her family “had 
experienced a huge decline in their social and economic status, where cut off from all the past 
luxuries.”29 The changes after 1979 took a big toll on Neshat’s father, who was about to retire at 
the time.30 The reduction of the oil sales after 1979, the sanctions imposed by the U.S. due to the 
Hostage Crisis, and the eight-year costly war devastated Iran’s economy. All of Neshat’s father’s 
benefits suddenly disappeared, as did those of many Iranians in their social and economic class. 
 
26 For more information about the veil and its presence in the U.S. media, see Iftikhar Dadi, “Shirin Neshat’s 
Photographs as Postcolonial Allegories” Signs 34, no. 1 (2008): 125-150, accessed November 23, 2017. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.1086/588469.pdf. 
27 Dabashi, “Transcending the Boundaries of an Imaginative Geography,” 39. 
28 Dabashi, 39. 
29 Lina Bertucci, “Shirin Neshat: Eastern Values,” Flash Art 30, no. 97 (November-December 1997): 87. 







He “lost his status and parts of his properties during the course of revolution” ended up with a 
minimal salary “and fighting to protect what was his” as she explains in her interview with Scott 
MacDonald.31 This return was the realization of the loss of the order that she identified with 
home. She explained this visit as “one of the most shocking experiences (she has) ever had.”32 In 
an interview with Sheybani, Neshat said that she created “Women of Allah” to come to terms 
with the changes in the post-revolutionary Iran, following her first visit back in 1990, fifteen 
years after she left home to study in the United States.  
While Neshat worked through her loss in “Women of Allah,” she created “The Book of 
Kings” to pay her tribute to the Green Movement as she envisioned a potential future in which 
the power structure that stopped her return was dismantled. The Green Movement arose in June 
of 2009 to dispute the results of the presidential election the spring of that year, in which 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, from the right-wing party, was declared as the winner with 63.3 percent 
of the vote. The heated presidential campaign between the candidates and pre-election polling 
and record voter turnout was in favor of Ahmadinejad’s nearest rival, Mir Hossein Mousavi, the 
reformist candidate.33 Ten of thousands, who expected Mousavi to be announced as the 
president, saw the election as fraud and gathered in the streets of Tehran, something which had 
not been seen since 1978-79 leading to the 1979 Revolution. They chanted “Where is my vote?” 
and “demonstrate(d) their outrage over the election result.”34 Although the demonstrations were 
not organized at the beginning, the reformists, Mousavi and Mehdi Karroubi, another 
presidential candidate, “unit(ed) Iranians from all demographic spectrum, (political, and religious 
 
31 Scott MacDonald, “Between Two Worlds: An Interview with Shirin Neshat,” Feminist Studies 30. no. 3 (Fall 
2004): 6, accessed April 20, 2019, 
https://www.gladstonegallery.com/sites/default/files/SN_FeministStudies_Fall2004reduced.pdf.  
32 Sheybani.  
33 Khosronejad, 396.  







classes throughout the country),” with the commitment to non-violent civil resistance.35 They 
named these peaceful demonstrations the Green Movement since the green was the official color 
of Mousavi’s presidential campaign. The protesters initially hoped for invalidation of the 
election result, and another run off, however, they demanded more political and civil liberties as 
their voice had not been heard. The ruling government saw the increasing number of people, for 
the most part young people, joining the movement and attending the demonstrations, as a threat 
to its establishment and so they violently confronted the crowd, arrested, and imprisoned the 
protesters. Within the first two months, more than 4,000 people were arrested, the newspapers, 
magazines, and websites supporting the movement were shut down. The repressive government 
actions against people got tougher as the movement developed, especially in December 2009. 
The movement had “morphed into new a political party, the Green Path of Hope” to gradually 
implement political and social reforms in the country; however, the leaders were seen as “a threat 
to the security of the state” so the regime by the direct order of Supreme Leader, Sayyid Ali 
Hosseini Khamenei (b. 1939), placed them under house arrest in February 2011.36 Although the 
Green Movement was violently crushed by the government, the aftermath of the 2009 election or 
“the crisis [...] became the most important topic in the history of contemporary Iran” since it 
shook the pillars of the Islamic Republic and it promised a political possibility and glimmer of 
hope for change in the country’s future.37  
Neshat and many Iranians living outside Iran were deeply affected by the events 
unfolding in Iran and followed the news about the demonstrations using different platforms. Like 
 
35 Victor H. Sundquist, “Iranian Democratization Part I: A Historical Case Study of the Iranian Green Movement,” 
Journal of Strategic Security 6, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 39, accessed May 4, 2020, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/26466486.   
36 Sundquist, 39. 







many diasporic Iranians who reach out to one another, she connected with those living in New 
York and found herself “become an activist” for “the first time.”38 In an interview with Melissa 
Chiu, Neshat said she “participated in many political activities and (demonstrations) in 2009” in 
New York, “supporting young Iranians fighting for democracy.”39  
These historical upheavals are at the center of discussions in unfolding the stories behind 
the photographs of “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings.” For instance, Chiu writes that 
“Neshat poetically interpreted the turning points in Iranian history that had defined her life.”40 
The paradoxical image of Neshat’s home provides a mutual understanding among the scholars 
when approaching her work especially on the issues of gender and equality as well as the 
sociologistic of the secular Iran prior to the 1979 revolution and the Muslim Iran after 1979. 
Rebecca R. Hart argues that “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings” are posing the 
“question about power of activism and politics,” however, her practice “has migrated from her 
early focus on the specific circumstances to a far-reaching probe searching the rich inner lives of 
Muslim women, to an appeal for liberty and justice.”41 Returning to Neshat’s shocking 
experience of encountering with the post 1979 Iran, it is an utmost importance to point to her 
personal stories and her pain of loss to better understand  how her personal becomes political or 
the other way around. 
Looking at the events of 1979 and 2009 in perspective, one can also point to Neshat’s 
traumatic experiences. Being witness to the post 1979 circumstances and experiencing the events 
that Neshat, her family, and her country were subjected to affected her idea of self and what she 
 
38 Robert Enright, “Pivotal Moment: Shirin Neshat and the Art of Tragic Euphoria,” Border Crossing (2017): 24. 
39 Melissa Chiu, “Poetic History: An Interview with Shirin Neshat,” in Shirin Neshat: Facing History, ed. Melissa 
Chiu and Melissa Ho (Washington: Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, 2015), 36. 
40 Chiu, 6. 







expected her future to be. In the same vein, although the Green Movement offered hope and 
optimism, it also reminded Neshat of the anxieties she experienced thirty years ago as she 
witnessed another crisis happening in Iran. She encountered the “feeling of the diasporic 
disconnect” as she could not be with the people of the street protesting against the government.42 
Simultaneously, she faced the fragility of the promise in which returning home and reconnecting 
with her lost communities appeared to be possible.  
Jenny Edkins in her book, Trauma and the Memory of Politics, writes about how 
individuals think about themselves “depends very closely on the social context in which” they 
place and find themselves.43 She continues with this idea that the existence of the individuals 
“relies not only on (their) personal survival but also in a very profound sense on the continuance 
of the social order that gives (their) existence meaning and dignity: family, friends, and political 
continuity.”44 Edkins argues that Paul Ricoeur calls this order a sense of self-consistency which 
“is based on an ongoing dialogue between experience and memory.”45 When “the dialogue 
between experience and memory became disrupted and the new experiences did not fit into the 
perception and the memory of self,” the sense of self becomes lost.46 Likewise, Iran, the 
geographical place Neshat called home, provided her with a sense of self-consistency by which 
she knew herself with certain cultural values, lifestyle, and routines. Her experience until 1979 
corresponded to her idea of self and her memory of home. She was from a place having close ties 
with the United States and its government was represented as pioneers of modernity in the 
 
42 Nima Naghibi, “Diasporic Disclosure: Social Networking, Neda, and the 2009 Iranian Presidential Elections,” 
Biography 34, no. 1 (2011): 58, accessed March 12, 2020, 
http://www.jstor.org.ccnyproxy1.libr.ccny.cuny.edu/stable/23541178. 
43 Jenny Edkins, Trauma and the Memory of Politics, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 4. 
44 Edkins, 4. 








Middle East in the U.S. media. But her experience of the post 1979 events was in sharp contrast 
with what she remembered from home. In the U.S., because of the Hostage Crisis, she became an 
enemy coming from a place ruled by theocracy and, in Iran, all that she associated herself with 
was gone, and her family lost all the benefits living with the different circumstances. The order 
that gave her a sense of self betrayed her and what gave her tangible identifications left her.  
Not only Neshat’s sense of self but also her existing future plans were destroyed by 
drastic changes that followed the 1979 events. Alexander V. Zinchenko in “Nostalgia: The 
Dialogue Between Memory and Knowing” argues that there is a correspondence between the 
past, present, and future, and this characterizes individuals’ biography. “Subjectively, the past is 
a shadow that the future casts” and “expected future serves as a criterion for evaluating one’s 
life.”47 The drastic political and social changes cause “one’s past stops being a developing 
system,” in which a potential future was promised to people, instead “it becomes chaotic set of 
facts and events and they no longer serve as a point of reference.”48 In this scenario, the future 
that the post 1979 circumstances promised Neshat was not the one she expected and for which 
she left Iran. The interruption of correspondence of her past, her present, and her future brought 
her fears, discontents, and anxieties which, according to Fred Davis, “these emotions and 
cognitive states that pose the threat of identity discontinuity” evoked her nostalgia.49 
To preserve her identity and to connect with her past, Neshat developed her visual 
language in “Women of Allah” and confronted her experience of loss and her memory of home 
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to “focus on a time and place before and beyond (the) traumatic incident.”50 Neshat’s memory of 
the past and her traumatic experience captivated her, and they never left. Thus, when the events 
of 2009 happened, she saw herself again thinking about what has been lost. Pumla Gobodo-
Madikizela in “Remembering the Past: Nostalgia, Traumatic Memory, and the Legacy of 
Apartheid” writes that “trauma remains a story under-solved and it not known until much later. 
Multiple factors affect recall of traumatic memory, some neurological, some emotional, and 
other social.”51 The Green Movement and what people have experienced in Iran provided fertile 
soil for Neshat to once again be reminded of her diasporic position. Her exile prevented her from 
being with people in the streets of Tehran and other cities. Thus, in the process of visualizing 
people’s “struggle and survival in times of tyranny” in “The Book of Kings,” she went back to 
the visual language of “Women of Allah”; however, this time, she treated the people differently 
and gave her tribute to the Green Movement.52  
The focal point in Neshat’s visual narrative in both series is her nostalgia for a place and 
time she lost because of the 1979 revolution. Svetlana Boym, in her book, The Future of 
Nostalgia, considers nostalgia as “sentiment of loss and displacement,” actually “a defense 
mechanism in a time of accelerated rhythms of life and historical upheavals.”53 In Boym’s 
definition, “nostalgia is not always about the past; it can be retrospective but also prospective.”54 
She goes back to the roots of the word “(nostos¾return home and algia¾longing),” defines two 
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types of nostalgia, reflective and restorative, which give “shape and meaning to longing.”55 She 
believes reflective nostalgia “dwells in algia, in longing and loss, the imperfect process of 
remembrance,” and has the element of mourning, and restorative nostalgia emphasizes “on 
nostos and proposes to rebuild the lost home and patch up the memory gaps.”56 Both reflective 
and restorative nostalgia collect their materials from the past, the memory box, but they are 
different in their relationship to the past and how they retrieve their substance. Unlike restorative 
nostalgia, which seeks “national and nationalist revivals” to reconstruct the monuments of the 
past, reflective nostalgia “lingers on ruins” and is about the individual’s memory and how it 
relates to the memory of the group, it selects its memorial signs in order to create a personal 
narrative.57  
In this vein and within the framework of nostalgia, the dichotomy between “Women of 
Allah” and “The Book of Kings” can be perceived in a different light: in the former she narrates 
her longing for home, and in the latter, she portrays her homecoming. Neshat’s narratives of 
returning home, to a time and place lost to the 1979 revolution, are her “emotional antidote to 
politics” to come to terms with the change.58 Nostalgia, the underlying sentiment that connects 
the series, unfolds Neshat’s different approaches in symbolically constructing the photographs of 
the people involved in each political uprising while using the same visual language without being 
trapped within the common political readings of each photograph. “Women of Allah” is her 
narrative of loss and her longing for home and in “The Book of Kings,” she rebuilds her home 
and portrays the conditions in which her homecoming is possible.   
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Chapter one in this thesis, reads “Women of Allah” through the context of reflective 
nostalgia. It argues that Neshat lingers on ruins and uses her “memorial signs” and literature to 
create the series in order to deal with the changes of post-1979 Iran.59 By exploring the history of 
veiling, it proposes that the photojournalistic images of militant veiled women in the 1980s in 
U.S. becomes the visual signifier of the change through which Neshat learned about the 
development of the revolution. It argues that these images shattered her perception of home. 
Neshat said, “the difference between what (she) had remembered from the Iranian culture and 
what (she) was witnessing was enormous.”60 For the teenage Neshat, as Hamid Dabashi 
suggests, “the lucrative look of uptown Tehran was the very definition of that thing called 
“Iran”” where the veil often was not a part of women’s attire in public.61 At the time she left 
Iran, women’s dress was “a focal point of identification with modernity” socially and politically; 
nevertheless, in her return in the 1990s, the same subject was considered anti-revolutionary if it 
did not conform to Islamic law.62 Through the process of composing the photographs of 
“Women of Allah” to understand the experience of being a woman in Islamic Iran, she actually 
visualizes her longing for the impossibility of return.  
The inscription on the bodies of the veiled women speaks of Neshat’s sorrow for home 
and is the implied voice of the people.63 The handwritten script on the photographs of “Women 
of Allah” are mainly from female Iranian poets Tahereh Saffarzadeh (1936-2008) and Forough 
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Farrokhzad (1934-1967). Through Farrokhzad’s and Saffarzadeh’s verses, Neshat narrates her 
experience of change and her yearning for when it was home and what it is now. Not only the 
content of Farrokhzad’s and Saffarzadeh’s poems but also, the literary figures themselves are the 
portrayal of two eras for Neshat and many Iranians. Saffarzadeh is a reminder of the 1979 regime 
change and its aftermath, and Farrokhzad is a reminder of the enchanted past.64  
Chapter two studies the photographs of “The Book of Kings” in relation to restorative 
nostalgia. By pointing to the importance of Shahnameh in building Iranians’ national identity and 
its relation to Islam before 1979, the chapter argues that Neshat symbolically employed its 
emblematic presence to develop the series. She constructed the photographs of the three 
groupings in the series: the “masses,” the “patriots,” and the “villains” to represent the people 
who were involved in the Green Movement.  She revives the past in the photographs of “The 
Book of Kings,” and celebrates her homecoming. Neshat desires a change that enables her to 
return home and she implies her wish through the verses she inscribed on the photographs. 
Unlike the sorrow that resides in the verses inscribed on the photographs of “Women of Allah,” 
the poems she chose for “The Book of Kings,” from Farrokhzad, Mehdi Akhavan-Sales (1928-
1990), and Ahmad Shamlou (1925-2000), are hopeful; however, the struggle with power is still 
the broader theme. Not only the verses but actually the title of the series reveals Neshat’s strong 
will for change in order to return to the glory of the past. The Book of Kings tells the story of fifty 
kings and queens from the creation of the world through the Muslims’ conquest of Iran in the 
seventh century. The text “has an ethical preoccupation, dwelling on the theme of righteousness 
and legitimacy, with Ferdowsi holding some rulers as flawed and others as just.”65 With her 
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choice of title, she wishes for the time where Islam was not a part of power discourse when the 
country was secular and was not damaged by theocracy. In her will to return, she questions the 
legitimacy of the oppressive Islamist government by incorporating the illustration of a bloody 
battleground on the body of “villains.” On the other hand, Neshat symbolically praises the 
“patriots” by photographing them peacefully standing against the power which controls their 
destiny. The “patriots” lead the “masses” to a place where no one is “obsessed with religion but 
rather educated, modern, and forward thinking” so she excludes the veil from the series.66   
 Together, these two chapters reveal the importance of Neshat’s nostalgia for the lost 
home. This framework provides the platform to contextualize the symbolism embedded in each 
series in relation to Iran’s modern history. The presence and the absence of the veil, the inscribed 
poems and their meaning, the indications of violence will not function in these narratives without 
an understanding of their social and historical relevance. Neshat’s emotional stance towards the 
events that changed her life beyond her expectations was the drive to approach each visual 
element to shape her narratives of the people involved in the 1979 revolution and the Green 
Movement. In her quest for the lost home, the photographs become the terrain where Neshat 














Chapter 1: “Women of Allah”: Mourning for the Home in Ruin 
The veiled woman in Faceless (1994), a black and white half-length portrait photograph, faces 
forward and looks directly out of the picture with her eyes carefully framed by the eyeliner (fig. 
1). There is nothing in the background and her body dominates the picture. The photograph is 
daunting to the viewer. With one hand hidden under the veil, she holds her chador tightly 
beneath her chin which covers her whole body except her face and her right hand, with which 
she holds a handgun. She has her index finger on the trigger and aims the gun at the viewer, 
evoking feelings of threat and violence. She holds the handgun very close to her face, and with 
the same hand, she also secures her chador. The handgun covers one-third of her face, hiding her 
nose and lips, only allowing her eyes to be seen. Her eyes engage the viewer with the direct gaze; 
however, they are uncertain. Her face and her hand are covered by Farsi letters concealing her 
bare skin. 
 The inscriptions on her face are larger than the ones on her hand. However, among all the 
inscribed words only three are legible, the one written on the woman’s forehead and the ones 
located underneath her right eye. The rest of the wordings are partially hidden either by the 
handgun or by the chador, turning them into syllables or a fraction of a word without any 
meaning. There is a connection between the meanings of these three words if they are read in 
relation to the gun and how it is positioned. The word on her forehead means “speechless” and 
the one under the right eye means “ruined.” One can see a connection between these two words; 
however, there is a void between them and “beauty,” written under “ruined.”  The gun reconciles 
all three as if they belong to a text. Farsi reads from right to left, “ruined” begins from where the 
veil touches the face on the right side, and it ends where the barrel of the handgun is positioned. 







speak of an irreparable damage caused by the gun, where what was once considered beauty is 
ruined and silenced. In this frame, the violence that the pointing gun promises is not toward the 
viewer or whom the veiled woman targets. The way she holds the gun, her uncertain gaze, and 
the words on her face communicate her being the victim of a violent force that robbed her of the 
identity by which she knew herself to be a beautiful being; suggested also by the photograph’s 
title, Faceless.  
The tightly written script on her hand communicates what had caused her to be faceless. 
The text describes a recurrence of a desire to sacrifice a soul as if she is nothing unless she 
suffers a death. They read:  
“Oh, self-sacrificing soul [Ay az jan gozashteh],  
With your warm hands,  
Take my hands,  
I am your poet,  
And with this broken body of mine,  
I have come to join you,  
Till the day of judgment,  
When we can together rise up.  
Oh good, Oh my brother,  
The night is pierced by the sounds of your shots.” 67 
 
Faceless belongs to a photographic series “Women of Allah” created by Shirin Neshat 
from 1993 to 1997. The series is a project of thirty-eight black and white photographs addressing 
the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran and posing the “question about the experience of being a 
woman in Islam.”68 A few elements are repeated in the series: the female body, the veil, the 
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symbol of violence such as handguns, rifles, or bullets, and the script. The subject of most of the 
photographs in the series, like Faceless, is a portrait of a veiled woman with a frontal posture and 
a returning gaze; however, there are some exceptions. In three photographs, the subject is a 
group of veiled women sitting next to each other looking outwards and in the last three pieces of 
the series, Neshat photographs men (fig. 4 & 5). In addition, there are photographs in this 
production in which the subject is solely a woman’s eye, hands, or feet, some of which are 
accompanied by a gun, rifle, or bullets (fig. 6 & 7). Furthermore, in two photographs, Neshat 
depicts a veiled woman with a very young boy who is unclothed (fig. 8). All the gelatin silver 
with ink prints are inscribed with Farsi letters, inspired by henna traditions in India, the Middle 
East, and North Africa, in which women paint certain designs “with a paste from crushed henna 
leaves and apply to the hands and feet.”69 Neshat hand-wrote verses and text by female Iranian 
poets and writers − Tahereh Safarzadeh (1936-2008), Forough Farrokhzad (1934-1967), Simin 
Behbahani (1927-2014), and Moniru Ravanipor (b.1954) − in ink on the photographs where the 
skin is not covered by the veil. Neshat’s role in photographing the series was essentially that of a 
director, as she did not take the photographs herself. She collaborated with several 
photographers, including Larry Barns in the United States and Bahman Jalali in Iran. Over five 
years, she staged and directed the images, and she left the mechanical part of capturing her vision 
to the photographers. 
In an interview with Shadi Sheybani, Neshat said that she created the series to come to 
terms with the changes in post-revolutionary Iran, following her first visit back in 1990, fifteen 
years after she left home to study in the United States. Within these fifteen years, the place she 
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called home underwent drastic political and social transformations. The 1979 revolution toppled 
the monarchy. Shortly after, the Islamic faction of the revolutionary forces took the power and 
established the Islamic Republic of Iran. Her country, which had close ties with the United 
States, became an enemy following the 444-day hostage crisis between 1979 and 1981. Soon 
after the hostages returned to the United States, the Iraq-Iran war began which lasted for eight 
years. The uncertainties following the revolution led her to choose exile until 1990. When she 
returned, she could not recognize the geographical place called home as it was different from her 
memory but more aligned with the U.S. media images that informed her of the development of 
revolution in Iran. Neshat recalls this return as “one of the most shocking experiences (she has) 
ever had.”70 Not only was the appearance of the public different, but also her family “had 
experienced a huge decline in their social and economic status, were cut off from all past 
luxuries.”71 For Neshat, that idea called home was lost as she couldn’t find the familiar 
environment; she left at the age of seventeen. She “found (herself) both fascinated and terrified 
by the impact.”72 When explaining her visit to Sheybani, she said: “I was coming from the 
distance and had to learn about the events that had happened in my absence.”73  
Neshat always refers to her personal relationship to the change; however, her audiences 
have approached this sense of distance within the geopolitics of the region. Those who are close 
to her culture and, similarly, those who are foreign to it, as Hamid Dabashi states, read “Women 
of Allah” within the context of the 1979 revolution and the 9/11 terrorist attacks. For instance, 
Iftikahr Dadi, acknowledging the importance of “Women of Allah” in understanding the imagery 
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of terror in the post 9/11 context, investigates how the series intervenes in the ongoing 
“Orientalist obsessions with the trope of veiled women.”74 Ali Behdad explores her career in 
relation to the geopolitics of neo-Orientalism.75 He argues Neshat’s political commentaries in 
relation to her visual language result in a deceptive image of Iran for global audiences.76  
That being said, considering her relationship to the change, the “destabilization and the 
sense of distance” Neshat experienced evoked her nostalgia and inspired her to tell her story in 
“Women of Allah” to “feel less distant.”77 The process of telling her story helped her to 
“reconnect (herself) with (her) long lost culture,” and enabled her to understand the revolution 
and the ideology behind it.78 Looking at how nostalgia works, “Women of Allah” is the 
juxtaposition of opposites: Neshat’s experience of change and her memories of the past. She 
pointed to the coexistence of the opposites in an interview with Scott MacDonald. She said, 
“each image is constructed to magnify the contradiction.”79 To understand why the images of the 
veiled women dominated the series and became a symbol through which Neshat addressed the 
absence of the qualities and features that she recalled home with, her experience of change in 
relation to her memory of home needs to be put into perspective.  
Over a decade, the image of militant veiled women translated the change for Neshat, and 
they reminded her of “how the daily lives of the women in (her) homeland (were) drastically 
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altered from the Iran she had known before.”80 Neshat learned about the revolution and the 
circumstances following through the photojournalistic images in the U.S. print media and 
television. Iftikhar Dadi comments, “with the advent of the Iran-Iraq war in the 1980s, images of 
Iranian women armed with rifles in regimented formations also became prevalent.”81 Dadi in 
“Shirin Neshat’s Photographs as Post-Colonial Allegories,” where he explores her art career, 
writes:  
The covered female Muslim body was brought to mass attention of the Western public in 
the wake of the Islamic revolution in Iran. Media and photojournalists from the late 
1970s onward have frequently depicted endless masses of Iranian women, covered in 
black chador, participating in the revolution.82 
So, like many who witnessed the circumstances of 1979 onward, she was influenced by the 
photojournalistic images about the revolt and the events afterwards distributed widely through 
the media (fig. 9).  
She remembered home unveiled, in sharp contrast with the images that informed her of 
the changes in Iran. Her memory of the veil was formed by the Pahlavi regime and its role in 
contributing meanings to this piece of clothing that has been always a part of women’s public 
attire. Farzaneh Millani, in “Contested Meaning of the Veil,” writes about the history of veiling 
in Iran. She explains that since January 7, 1936, when Reza Shah Pahlavi (1878-1944) forced 
Iranian women to unveil, women’s dress has become a center of interest in the debates about 
modernizing the country. The Pahlavi government, both the father and the son, sought 
secularization as a path to modernizing the country. Reza Shah Pahlavi, the father, took extreme 
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steps and directed law enforcement “to fully implement” unveiling.83 For five years until he was 
removed from power by the Allied Forces, “women wearing the chador were not allowed in 
cinema houses, or in public baths, and taxi and bus drivers were liable to be fined if they 
accepted the veiled women as passengers.”84 Although forced unveiling subsided when his son, 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah, assumed power, the veil was still a symbol of 
backwardness. Through the regime’s propaganda, unveiled women were associated with 
modernity and higher education unlike the veiled women who were perceived as old-fashioned 
with limited education until a decade before 1979. The growing interest of the Shah “in making 
the country Western in character (and putting) Iran in a position of long-term dependence on 
Western countries, especially the United States,” silencing his oppositions, excluding everyone 
from decision making, and eliminating freedom of expression led to the rise of hostility towards 
his government.85 Many opposition groups sought Islam to fight the Western influence in their 
country. As a result, the meanings of the veil were renewed among the public. The veil became 
the symbol of “rejection of Western domination.”86 Not only did traditional women who never 
left the practice of veiling but also “many educated, hitherto unveiled women (also) voluntarily 
took up the veil.”87  
This symbolism was manipulated by the government of the post 1979 revolution. They 
discredited unveiled women “as agents of imperialism and pro-Shah” and they “framed (the 
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veiling) as a class issue.”88 To silence those groups who were against the forced veiling, the new 
government propagated that if middle and upper-middle-class women opposed veiling, it is 
“because they wanted to display their wealth through clothing that would differentiate them from 
the masses,” who had always veiled.89 Thus, within three stages they forced veiling on women in 
public spheres. First, in March 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini directed the working women to wear 
“the Islamic form of modest dress, then, it was mandatory in all government and public offices in 
the summer of 1980. (Finally,) in April 1983, veiling was made compulsory for all women, 
including non-Muslims, foreigners, and tourists.”90  
For Neshat who left Iran in the mid-1970s, when the ever-growing number of veiled-
female students were present in universities, the veil still conveyed the meanings that the 
Pahlavis propagated when they were in power. Here, it is important to address the process of 
remembrance of things past. Remembrance does not mean to “replay a videotape of one’s life.”91 
It means to reconstruct the past selectively “on the basis of the present.”92 In this reconstruction, 
not all names, dates, and formulas are equal, only those elements are recalled that highlight the 
differences between the present and the past, but not the recent past. Remembrance reconstructs 
the past as Svetlana Boym explains, based on what one inherited from childhood when 
everything was brighter and more colorful. So, for Neshat who spent her youth during the time 
that unveiled women were “the focal point of identification with modernity (and education),” the 
absence of veil was the image of home, as its presence became the signifier of the change or the 
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signifier of the destruction of everything that she identified herself or home with.93 Thus, when 
in the interview, she asserted that “differences between what (she) remembered from Iranian 
culture and what (she) witness(ed)” was enormous and “all the beautiful women wrapped in 
chador with huge guns in their hands,” she actually referred to the absence of the qualities she 
remembered home with, which was lost to her because of the 1979 revolution and its aftermath.94  
Reflecting on her experience, one can conclude that the images of militant veiled women 
provided her with the images she needed to visualize this binary opposition in “Women of 
Allah.” Neshat narrates the relationship between her past, her present, and her future using the 
signifier that reminded her of the change. She uses two sources to develop the photographs of 
“Women of Allah.” In an interview with RoseLee Goldberg, Neshat admitted to the impact of 
the images of the veiled women with rifles at their sides and said that she “collected them from 
newspapers during the Iran-Iraq war.”95 Another source was a book, Female Warriors of Allah: 
Women and the Islamic Revolution, by Minou Reeves. In her book, Reeves discusses the role of 
women in the Islamic Revolution, and she explores this question: “how can we explain the 
paradox of the woman who accepts the laws of harem yet is willing to march to war with a rifle 
slung across her black chador?”96 This is the very same question that Neshat pursued in “Women 
of Allah” according to Shahrzad Ehya in Facing Up to Shirin Neshat's Women of Allah. Ehya 
argues that Neshat was very familiar with the book and borrowed its title for the series (fig. 
10).97  
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In this sense, “Women of Allah” is steeped in Neshat’s nostalgia, and it is about loss or 
what Boym calls reflective nostalgia in her book, The Future of Nostalgia. The photographs are 
not about the truth, they are Neshat’s meditation on the history and what happened to a place she 
called home. The series is personal and more about her individual history as she symbolically 
“savors details and memorial signs” in relation to her memory and she narrates the 
“irrevocability of the past and (her) finitude” to return home.98 The home that Neshat yearns for 
is not exactly her homeland or her nation, “but rather a potential space of cultural experience” 
that she shared with the people of her class and her family.99 So when in an interview with 
Sheibany, she said she created “Women of Allah” to explore why women agreed to live “under 
the extreme religious commitment,” she reflected on the gap between the place she identified as 
home and what that home looked like to her now.100  
Like all nostalgic people with reflective tendencies, in constructing her images of loss, 
she becomes the protagonist when she sought to reconnect with her past to deflect the threats of 
discontinuity. Neshat acknowledged the “element of performance involved in the series,” putting 
her “trust in those women’s words who have lived [...] the life of a woman behind the chador,” 
she veiled and posed for the camera herself.101 For Neshat, the women’s bodies bore the mark of 
change as they being unveiled was the portrayal of a place she knew as home, and their veiled 
image was reflecting her experience of change and the remainder of “the long-lost culture.”102 In 
this context, the image of a militant veiled woman is actually a metaphoric juxtaposition of the 
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two states of home: the home of her memories that has been lost because of the 1979 revolution 
and what the home has become. 
The handgun, the rifles, or any recollection of violence, such as bullets, in the 
photographs of “Women of Allah,” are visualizations of the force that interrupted Neshat’s 
memory of home. She borrowed the idea of photographing the veiled women with the gun from 
the photojournalistic images that informed her of changes. However, in Neshat’s constructed 
version, the woman is not the agent of the terror even though her gun is aimed at something 
outside the picture. The way the women are photographed with the element of violence 
communicates a sense of uncertainty. In some photographs, the bullets or the rifle are placed in 
the women’s hands, but their gesture is unsettling, as if the woman does not know what to do 
with them (fig. 11). Besides, in those photographs where the veiled woman points her gun 
outwards, she does not have a firm hold of it (fig. 1). Looking at the handgun or any reminder of 
violence in the context of Neshat’s experience, the photographs signal the force that made 
women consent to bear the unwanted transformation rather than their voluntary involvement. 
Considering Neshat’s role as the woman in revolution here, one can conclude that through this 
visual strategy, she symbolizes the violent force that caused her a traumatic experience and 
brought her an unwanted change that robbed her of her identity and how she knew her earlier self 
and her home.  
Other than the veil, which continues to be a globally accepted Islamic code, Neshat uses 
other strategies to visually conceptualize the ideology of the force and the new regime which was 
strikingly different from the modern nation of her memory. She photographs a bare body of a 
boy next to the woman covered head to toe in Untitled (1996) to point to the segregation of sexes 







without any limitation, but it restricts women unless they fully veil. And in My Beloved, she 
visually codes the women’s agreement in participating in the revolution and their will to protect 
the laws that forcefully impose these boundaries on them. She photographed the veiled woman 
affectionately hugging the boy or holding his hand (fig. 12).  
Another visual strategy Neshat undertook to make the nature of the force and its ideology 
visible, is the manner she took to inscribe the text over a woman’s face, often her self-portrait, 
and/or any body parts not hidden by the veil. The critics of her work contemplated and reflected 
on the visual character of the written words; however, they approach it in a broader sense and 
within their understanding of the larger Islamic culture. For instance, Begüm Özden Firat in 
“Writing Over the Body, Writing With the Body: On Shirin Neshat’s Women of Allah Series'' 
believes that the inscription reinforces references “to Ouran, Sharia, of the repressive Islamic 
states, or the captions accompanying images on the focus Television Network Al-Jazeera and 
daily news images from Iraq on the global or national media” especially after post 9/11.103 This 
global approach requires attention to the local sources that inspired Neshat and influenced her 
manner in inscribing the script over the photographs. 
When Neshat returned home after fifteen years, the cities were full of murals with Arabic 
phrases that promised paradise to the participants of the revolution (fig. 13). “Overwhelmed by 
the Iran-Iraq war (1980-88) and appropriated by the State,” artists were commissioned “to churn 
out murals and posters glorifying religious devotion, depicting spiritual leaders, and promoting 
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martyrdom and heroism.”104 Impacted by the Arabic phrases in the city murals, that promised 
paradise to the participants of the revolution, Neshat adopted the Quranic style, and the 
convention used in Arabic religious texts when handwriting the script on the subject’s uncovered 
body parts to visualize the nature of the force that stopped her return. In written Arabic, 
especially in the Quran as it is the divine voice of God believed by Muslims, the diacritics are 
used to prevent mispronunciation of the words. This style of writing is not practiced in the 
written language of Farsi or even in secular Arabic. Neshat’s usage of diacritics causes script to 
be perceived as the religious texts and it brings the doctrine of the new government to the 
forefront of “Women of Allah” (fig. 14). For Neshat, the Islamic ideology of the post 1979 
government brought her traumatic experiences and an exilic life as well as dramatic changes to 
women’s status in the society. Her home was a modern state where the gender boundaries 
disappeared and men and women were submerged in the labor force and the veil had long been 
forgotten, at least for female members of her class. In the Iranian society she grew up in, the 
unveiled women in western attire were symbols of education, forwardness, and a modern nation. 
However, the domain of traditional Islamic culture, for Neshat and many Iranians, was 
institutionally relegated and translated to regression and anti-modernism which limited women’s 
access to education and the public sphere. 
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Besides the visual significance of the hand-written words, they have a linguistic function 
which mostly overlooked by the critics as they are unreadable for non-Farsi speakers. Even in 
more in-depth approaches, the inscriptions are considered with their capacity “to tickle the eye of 
the viewer(s)” and to “encourage (them) an engaged reading of the image of the Muslim other 
[..,] at the intersection of the visual and the verbal.”105 Firat writes: 
At the crossroads, the super-imposed writing opens up multi-layered interpretations by 
creating productive tensions first by appropriating and remediating the Islamic 
calligraphy tradition on the visual plane, and second, by reclaiming the body both as a 
text that is culturally overwritten and as a medium that self-reflectively overwrites 
itself.106 
Again, this interpretation of the script and its placement on the photographs fails to expand on 
the meaning of words. If the meaning of the words were not important, Neshat could have 
chosen any combination of letters.  
Neshat creates a nostalgic dialect to make sense of her “ineffable homesickness” through 
the voices of literary figures known to Iranians and how they relate to them regarding the post 
and pre-revolutionary Iran.107 She considers their words as “the symbolic voice of the women 
whose sexuality and individualism have been obliterated by the chador or the veil” due to their 
submission to the law of harem.108 The handwriting on the surface of the photographs is poems 
and excerpts from Farrokhzad, Saffarzadeh, Behbahani, and Ravanipour, whose words inspired 
Neshat and “have given special meanings to (her) work.”109 However, Neshat’s longing for the 
impossibility of her return and her frustration are mainly channeled through Farrokhzad’s and 
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Saffarzadeh’s poems, especially when their words are read in accordance with the visual 
elements of the pieces.110 Neshat’s approach in choosing these poets for each photograph is 
different and it depends on the place of them in her memory in relation to the 1979 revolution. 
She hand wrote Farrokhzad’s poems on the photographs: Offered Eyes (1993), Unveiling (1993), 
I Am Its Secret (1993), My Beloved (1995), and Untitled (1996) (fig. 7, 15, 16, 12 & 17). In all 
the photographs, the element of violence is absent, or like My Beloved, the veiled woman does 
not hold a gun (fig. 12). Saffarzadeh’s poetry is only inscribed on Faceless (1994), Rebellious 
Silence (1994), and Speechless (1994), where the woman in black veil looks outward either 
holding the gun in front of her or pointing it at the viewer (fig. 1, 18 & 19). What is common to 
all the photographs is the woman’s engaging gaze. 
For Neshat, and for many Iranians, Farrokhzad’s and Saffarzadeh’s poems are the 
embodiment of two eras distinct from one another.111 Through the process of writing on the 
surface of prints, she confronts what she knew of the past with her present-self experience. 
Farrokhzad is a reminder of an enchanted past, who had her life cut short by her sudden death in 
a car accident in February 1967 when she was barely thirty-two, and her poetry became Neshat’s 
romance with the time gone. Saffarzadeh was a supporter of the 1979 revolution and its causes. 
She lived through the change and agreed to veil, and her words personified what Neshat sought 
in “Women of Allah.” Through the poetry of Farrokhzad, she looked for “memorative signs” of 
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her past and she corresponded to anxieties of vanishing past within lines of Saffarzadeh’s 
words.112 Their lives and their words become the manifestations of the artist’s longing and pain 
for a place once known as home. 
Farrokhzad and her poetic persona become the symbol of the time in which a woman 
could explore “self both within and beyond the heterosexual love relationships.”113 She wrote 
about autobiographical ideas and feelings and she “reconciled the emotional, sensual, social 
aspects of a female self” in her poem.114 Farrokhzad wrote four collections of poetry in which 
one can track her life story, her feelings, the struggle, and the desire of her female self in the 
Iranian society of her time. She published her first collection, Captive, in 1955, in the same year 
she divorced her husband of three years and lost custody of her only child and was denied 
visiting rights in accordance with the law and custom of the time.115 Farrokhzad’s poetic persona 
in Captive is a “confused young woman who has a hard time forging an identity for herself. The 
following year, she published two books of poetry, The Wall and Rebellion, with a unifying 
theme, “silence and the necessity of breaking it.”116 Another Birth, her fourth and last collection 
of poetry, is inscribed on the photographs of “Women of Allah.” Published in 1964, the poems 
“celebrate a (female) warrior who had fought every step in her path to freedom.”117 The woman 
in Farrokhzad’s last collection “becomes her own model and gives birth to a self in the image of 
her own likings and aspirations.”118 Farrokhzad’s poetry spells her struggle in the patriarchal 
society, yet because her poetry was subjected to ban and expurgation by the government of the 
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Islamic Republic due to their literal themes, her lifestyle and her poetry became the indication of 
all the things banned after 1979.  
The part of two poems from Farrokhzad’s Another Birth repeatedly appears on the 
surface of the photographs where Neshat did not include any elements of violence. The poem on 
Unveiling, Offered Eyes, and Untitled is “My Heart Aches for the Garden” (fig. 15, 7 & 17). On 
all of them Neshat wrote:   
No one is thinking about the flowers, 
No one wants to believe that the garden is dying, 
That the garden’s heart has swollen under the sun, 
That the garden’s mind is slowly, slowly, being emptied of the green memories, 
And the garden’s senses lie separate, rotting in the corner.119 
And on I’m Its Secret, she wrote “I Will Salute the Sun Again” (fig. 16): 
I will salute the sun again, 
The brook flowing within me, 
The clouds which were my deep reflections, 
The painful growth of aspens in the grove that passes through dry seasons with me, 
The flocks of the ravens which brought me sweet smells of nocturnal field, 
My Mother who lives in the mirror who was the shape of my old age.120 
Through Farrokhzad’s words of loss, Neshat evokes her loss. While the poem, “My Heart Aches 
for the Garden,” speaks of decay and “I Will Salute the Sun” has a hopeful undertone, both 
imply the existence of former beauties which are gone. The poems, together, address a time that 
the garden was green, and everything paused until someday one can greet the sun. Offered Eyes 
and Untitled are a continuation of Unveiling, where the woman wore the black veil, 
inappropriately showing her bare chest (fig. 7, 17 & 15). She is the garden, and her body 
metaphorically remembers the marks of the past. The tightly written poem on her face expresses 
Neshat’s worry for people’s negligence and ignorance of the lost home before the storm of 
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change. The large illegible letters and vowels on her chest, which is supposed to be covered by 
law, are the debris of the time gone. They are reminiscences of the past that are slowly becoming 
forgotten.  
In Untitled, the woman is captured with her mouth half-opened, in shock as she cannot 
articulate any words (fig. 17).121 The gesture of the hand also conveys concerns about the event 
that enabled her to speak a word. The inscription on her fingers addresses the story of the garden 
and each finger carries one verse of the poem. The circle on the back of her hand unfolds the 
gesture. It is shaped by closely inscribed verses of “My Heart Aches for the Garden.” The circle 
of words is overlaid by another phrase, “Ia Ghamar Bani Hashem.” It is written in a much larger 
and bolder font. The phrase is an expression commonly used when one is filled with shock. It is 
also a religious invocation referring to a Shia hero who was the standard-bearer in the Battle of 
Karbala (680 A.C.) and was martyred.122 This historic figure is highly regarded by the Islamic 
government of the post-1979 revolution. Neshat wrote this phrase over the story of the garden 
and made the poem inaccessible to the reader. Through this visual strategy, she addresses the 
change and the ideology that caused harm to the garden. Neshat borders the circle by inscribing 
“I will die because of you but you are my life.” The verse is an extraction of a sensual poem 
from Farrokhzad’s same book of poetry. It is about a woman’s intense love for a man. The man 
who is there with her, but takes no notice of her love, hears her but does not pay attention to her. 
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The verse Neshat inscribed around the circle inhabits a duality. The man is the cause of death as 
well as the source of life for the woman simultaneously. One can easily see that Neshat blames 
men, or the masculine force, for the change and the garden’s demise. Offered Eyes is a 
photograph of the left eye of the woman captured in Unveiling, looking outward (fig. 7 & 15). It 
is ornamented with black eyeliner, which is smudged as if she is on the verge of crying due to the 
event that the iris of her eye reflects. The verses of “My Heart Aches for the Garden” are written 
in a small, hard to read font around the iris on the white of the eye. The eye engages the viewer 
with its gaze as it passes through time and seeks the past when the chain of events did not wreck 
the home. “My Heart Aches for the Garden” links Unveiling, Untitled, and Offered Eyes (fig. 15, 
17 & 7). They complete each other. Through this triptych, Neshat narrates the story of her loss 
on the woman’s body. Her female body is the symbol for the garden and a metaphor for the pre-
revolutionary home, which once was a beautiful place and now is becoming empty of the green 
memories of the past as the masculine force of revolution steals that beauty. 
Neshat unfolds her desire to return, as all nostalgic people do, through the poem “I will 
Salute the Sun Again” on the surface of I Am Its Secret (fig. 16). She had her self-portrait 
photographed, fully veiled, even her mouth is covered. The “sun” will be saluted on the day of 
return and is written in black between her eyes. The rest of the verses are circled around the 
“sun” in red and black, not covering the eyes. Although the storm of change wrapped her in 
chador and silenced her, her eyes still see beyond the change as the dry seasons may pass 
although with pain. Neshat did not include the second part of the poem, she condenses all 
meaning of home to “Sun” and the “salute” becomes her homecoming. The female persona of 
the poem will return with her hair having the scent of the pain, with the eyes remembering the 







standing there at the threshold brimming with love.”123 And the woman who remembers the past 
and desires the homecoming won’t hold a gun.  
While Farrokhzad’s poetry occupies the pieces in which symbols of violence are not 
incorporated, Neshat inscribed Saffarzadeh’s poems only when she has the veiled woman 
photographed with the gun. Saffarzadeh’s poetic voice is the symbol of the current state of home. 
The poet was a woman who gave up her individuality and freedom and voluntarily picked up the 
veil. Like Farrokhzad, her poetry evolved as her life progressed and she embraced religion, 
which the younger Neshat learned to associate it with anti-modernity. She divorced her husband, 
and she lost her only child because of a sudden death. While finding herself, she was concerned 
with the social norms and codes in her love poems before leaving Iran, Moonlight Passerby 
(1963), as well as in Red Umbrella (1969) which she wrote in English when pursuing her 
graduate degree in Creative Writing at the University of Iowa. She had the same determination in 
Resonance in the Bay (1971) and Dam and Arms (1972), the books of poetry she wrote after her 
return to Iran. She “deliberately disregard(ed) the dominant standards of her society” and the 
inner landscape of her poetry especially after her return transitioned “to anger against the 
unequal treatment of men and women.”124 This anger later translated into her position against the 
Pahlavi monarchy. In Resonance in the Bay. Farzaneh Millani explains: 
She becomes more disillusioned; she rises further in defense of religion. Deeply 
disenchanted with the West, she wishes to redefine and reformulate the process of 
modernization. She is not opposed to modernization, but she refuses to equate it with 
Westernization. In Islam, she finds an invigorating ideology of freedom and equality and 
views it as a revolutionary banner to mobilize people.125   
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In such a circumstance she voluntarily picked up the veil to react against the rapid 
modernization/Westernization and in her poems, she pushed for the political poetry which 
eventually led to Allegiance with Wakefulness, in which her “female voice becomes the 
mouthpiece for the downtrodden, the martyrs, the faceless crowd.”126 Neshat, in constructing 
“Women of Allah,” inscribed the poetry from this collection to investigate why women agreed to 
wear a veil. 
 One poem from Saffarzadeh is inscribed by Neshat repeatedly on Rebellious Silence, 
Faceless, and Speechless, where the woman holds a gun (fig. 18, 1 & 19). The poem and the gun 
communicate the veiled woman’s agency and her will, but the photographs also imply a sense of 
exploitation. There is a duality in all three. The tension is visually embedded to challenge the 
woman’s will inscribed on her face in Rebellious Silence and Speechless and on her hand in 
Faceless (fig. 18, 19 & 1). The dichotomy comes from Neshat’s frustration with the militarized 
place she once knew as home, the garden whose heart has now swollen under the sun. Rebellious 
Silence is Neshat’s self-portrait fully covered by the veil holding an upside-down rifle in front of 
her (fig. 18). She uses her portrait to allegorically visualize this dichotomy. She positions the 
barrel where her face is, dividing it into two sides and concealing her nose and mouth. The left 
side of the face is hiding in the dark and the right side is in the light. The face, except the eyes, is 
fully covered by inscription, a desire to join the brothers in the battle. The voice speaks of her 
unworthy soul that is ready to be sacrificed as it aspires to the day of judgment where the woman 
can stand by the brothers, the martyrs. Neshat frames the uncertain eyes with script. The eyes are 
not inscribed as if she wanted them to be free of reciting the will. The woman’s gaze silently 
 







rebels against the force that is inscribed on her face and positions her in the state that her female 
body is considered broken unless she agrees to the demands that are written on her face. 
The same gaze is present in Faceless, where the woman points the handgun outward as if 
she wants to shoot (fig. 1). The veiled woman’s eyes, this time, are framed with the inscriptions 
that convey the sense of decay and destruction. The tension in Faceless is between the verses on 
the woman’s hand and the words on her face, also the gaze of her eyes. The verses inscribed on 
the hand desire the divine, however, the words on the face speak of the condition this godly 
longing has brought upon her, which is also resisted by the gaze of her eyes. Her uncertain hold 
of the gun does not promise violence. This uncertainty suggests the woman’s stance toward the 
force that manipulated her to hold the gun. Neshat visualizes the manipulative force that handed 
the gun to the woman in Speechless (fig. 19). The woman’s half-face dominates the whole 
photograph. Her face, again, is fully inscribed with the same literary voice, except her eye which 
has a sorrowful gaze. The woman does not hold the handgun. Neshat positions it where the 
woman’s left ear is as if it is her earring. It seems someone behind the woman is pointing the gun 
outward by intruding on her space and forcing her to adopt the voice that wishes martyrdom. 
  Neshat sought to understand the participation of women in the revolution in Rebellious 
Silence, Faceless, and Speechless; however, she questioned the voluntary nature of their actions 
in taking part in the events of 1979 and its aftermath (fig. 18, 1 & 19). The titles, Faceless and 
Speechless, communicate the inaccessibility of women of Allah’s individuality and the constraint 
of their voices, as they all were harnessed into a revolutionary social system where there is no 
space for their personalities and demands (fig. 1 & 19). The title Rebellious Silence, however, 
projects resistance against the force (fig. 18). Neshat challenges this ideology that exploited the 







pre-revolutionary Iran, and follow the law of harem. Neshat does not conceal the woman’s gaze 
in these three photographs, as the eyes are the witness to the beauty of the past as well as the 
storm of the change. The woman looks beyond now as she still remembers.   
Farrokhzad and Saffarzadeh both spoke of their disenchantment with the Pahlavi 
modernization through their poetry, however, Neshat’s nostalgia for the home ruined confronts 
them. When looking back at their life and their poetry in relation to the state of affairs in Iran at 
their time, they are more similar in character and their position toward the unjust traditions and 
speedy modernization/Westernization before 1979, and they stand in the same line. Both were 
bold, sensual, and spoke of their desire in their early poems. They struck down biased traditions 
towards women in their patriarchal society. They both experimented with new forms and themes 
in their poetry, and they traveled across the globe to educate themselves about their craft. In their 
poetry, one can trace the entanglement of old and new, western and Iranian, feminine and 
masculine, and their commitment to set the selves free from the unjust traditions. Like 
Saffarzadeh’s vision which became political, Farrokhzad’s poetic vision, as Jasmin Darsnik 
explored in her essay, “Forough Farrokhzad: Her Poetry, Life, and Legacy,” “took on a more 
explicitly political and even epic tone” and in her poetry, she “frequently depict(ed) Iran 
consumed by hunger for Western commodities, its women arrested in postures of submission, the 
men indifferent and inaccessible,” especially in her last book of poetry.127  
Neshat confronts these two literary figures in “Women of Allah” to show the contrast 
between the past and current state of the home and to narrate her nostalgia. Firstly, she relies on 
her collective memory and positions these two poets in relation to the 1979 Revolution. In the 
 







interview with MacDonald, Neshat herself addresses “the place of the writers in relation to 
Iranian society” when she was asked about script and the poetry being recognized by Farsi 
readers.128 Secondly, her nostalgia strips away the historical context of Farrokhzad’s poetry 
through which she narrates her sorrow for the impossibility of returning to a place once known as 
home and she unfolds the current state of home and its contrast with the past through the poetry 
of Saffarzadeh. For Neshat, Farrokhzad was the reminder of the time that one could be free of all 
the limitations and freely write about all the desires which later were banned by the rulers of the 
post-1979 revolution. And Saffarzadeh was the embodiment of women’s allegiance and 
agreement to Islam and the post-1979 government. 
Conclusion: 
The poems that Neshat transcribes on the photographs of “Women of Allah” bring to 
light her sorrow for the place she knew as home and now is beyond her recognition. Neshat’s 
nostalgia shapes her visual language. She meditates on the memory of home when she was 
seventeen to create a dialog between the memorial signs of her past and the new Iran to recover 
from the sense of distance she experienced while following the changes because of the 1979 
revolution. The significance of the events of 1979 was a life in exile for fifteen years and the 
destruction of all the landmarks she knew herself and home with, which left her with anxiety, 
fear, and discontent. Her anxiety and the sense of distance convince Neshat to tell her stories and 
narrate the relationship between past, present, and future which result in the juxtaposition of 
opposites in the series.  
 







In this context, the veil, the recollections of violence, and the script obtain new meanings 
charged by Neshat’s memory of home and what these elements become to her within the storm 
of change, with all of them working together to create the dichotomy between the past and 
present. Among all, the script constitutes the most personal remarks of the event that interrupted 
her sense of self and home; however, it is the most foreign element for Neshat’s audience who 
cannot read Farsi. Neshat’s memory places Farrokhzad and Saffarzadeh on two fronts, 
Farrokhzad carries the flag for the time before 1979 and Safffarzadeh turns into the leading 
figure for the post-1979. Farrokhzad’s verses become the sentiment of loss and Neshat’s 
romance with her own fantasy of home, and she reflects on Saffarzadeh’s poems to narrate the 
impossibility of homecoming. The photographs of the veiled woman, mainly Neshat’s self-
portrait, turn into the grounds where she handwrote her sorrow for the lost home.  
Neshat strategically married the text and the image in “Women of Allah.” Saffarzadeh’s 
agreement to the destructive force of the revolution is landed on the photographs where the 
veiled woman holds the gun, however, Farrokhzad’s verses are inscribed where there is no 
recollection of violence. The veiled woman who carries Farrokhzad’s voice on her bare skin still 
sets her heart on the memory of the past and where she has the gun, she speaks of her regrets. 
She directs the attention to the force that manipulated her to agree with its demands and left her 
with the dream of a place in another time. Neshat had herself photographed as the veiled woman 
with the uncertain gaze and an unconfident hold of the gun to reflect on her own estrangement 
and her longing for home. In “Women of Allah,” she tells the story of her homesickness but at 
the same time, she meditates on being sick of the state that the home is in now. Her body, 
although veiled and bearing the marks of change, still remembers the shared experience with her 







prerevolutionary home confronts the image of home with the post-revolutionary home 
employing the signifiers that remind her of the change. The series lingers in ruin, a dream of a 























Chapter 2: “The Book of Kings”: Homecoming 
The woman in the back and white photograph, Nida, gazes upward at the viewer (fig. 2). She is 
captured from the waist up, wearing a V-neck t-shirt and standing in front of a black background. 
A source of light coming from the left lightens her face, the front of her torso, her left hand, and 
the part of her right hand seen in the photograph. Her hair is pulled away and the rest of her body 
disappears in the darkness of the background. She has her hand over her heart signaling genuine 
intentions and honesty, giving her word of honor.129 The dramatic contrast between the light on 
the left side of her body and the background suggests she is fighting and pulling herself out of 
the darkness, setting herself free from it. Her mouth is closed, but she is communicating through 
the words inscribed on her uncovered skin and the sorrowful gaze of her eyes. The inscription is 
in Farsi. The words on her face are large and legible and they are written in rows of lines in three 
columns which are separated by delicate vertical lines. The words within each column appear to 
be from a piece of writing, however, to Farsi readers, there are no connections between the lines, 
and they do not make a complete sentence or a phrase. Each line is an extract from a text and is 
stitched to the next one. For instance, the first line on the woman’s forehead speaks of the 
shedding blood in the land of indolence, one line refers to a dark path, and another line talks 
about a garden decay. Although the inscriptions together do not make a phrase, they convey 
ignorance, a deep distress, suffering, and maybe a prospect of hope. The same text is tightly 
written on her hands in fine letters becoming illegible as they move toward the tips of her 
fingers. 
 
129 For emblematic gesture associated with honesty, read Michal Parzuchowski and Bogdan Wojciszke, “Hand over 
Heart Primes Moral Judgments and Behavior,” Journal of Nonverbal Behavior, October 26, 2013, accessed 







Nida belongs to a series Shirin Neshat created in 2012, “The Book of Kings” in response 
to the Green Movement, a political upheaval in Iran in which people took the street of Tehran 
and other cities to protest the result of the presidential election the spring of that year. People 
found the election was stolen from them and they requested their voice to be heard and be given 
their civil rights. Although the demonstrations were mostly peaceful, the government saw them 
as threats to their foundation and violently confronted the people in the streets, arresting and 
imprisoning the protestors. Startled by the events unfolding in Iran, Neshat once again found 
herself following the news from media and different social media platforms, mainly Facebook 
and Twitter at the time. She connected with other Iranians and found herself deeply involved in 
the movement, participating in many demonstrations organized in New York. Nima Naghibi in 
“Diasporic Disclosure” explains that this participation “served (the diasporic Iranians) to counter 
the feeling of exilic disconnect, forging a connection (real or imagined) with (the) protesters” in 
Iran.130 In addition, by engaging with the movement, they “unit(ed) in (their) shared grief and 
pain as (they) bore witness the crisis unfolding in Iran,” and also “their sense of loss and longing 
that marks the diasporic or exilic condition.”131 The events following the 2009 presidential 
election, the demonstrations, and the authorities’ repressive actions to control and crack down on 
the mass protests “reopened the wound of exilic life.”132 They evoked their traumatic experience 
and “their memories of the 1979 revolution and their nostalgic remembrance of pre-revolutionary 
Iran.”133 They “ignited powerful expressions of longing to be a part of the movement on the 
streets of Iran,” the movement that could dismantle the power structure which forced the life of 
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exile onto people.134 So Neshat, like many, found herself engaged and supportive of the cause of 
the Green Movement.  
Being engaged, she wanted to pay her tribute to the people of the Green Movement, and 
for that reason she created the photographs of “The Book of Kings” using “the principal concept 
behind” Shahnameh, an epic monument of Persian poetry.135 Shahnameh, literally means The 
Book of Kings, was written in the tenth century by Abdolqasem Ferdowsi (ca. 940-1020) and it 
tells the story of fifty kings and queens from the creation of the world through the Muslims’ 
conquest of Iran in the seventh century in more than 50,000 couplets. In an interview, Neshat 
said to Melissa Chiu: 
A few years earlier I had bought an old book of Shahnameh, (a copy of early 
twentieth century lithographic version of the epic), from a friend. This beautiful book was 
rare as all its illustrations were black and white. One day while developing my ideas for 
(the series), I picked up the book and I realized to my amazement that the principal 
concept behind Shahnameh […] was to tell the epic tales of Persian heroes fighting for 
their nation in a poetic and mythological fashion. The Shahnameh’s stories of sacrifice, 
martyrdom, and patriotism are undated with the scene of war and violence, and killings. I 
realized then that my intention of juxtaposing the concept of patriotism and violence was 
very much in the same spirit as Shahnameh.136 
Shahnameh is populated with heroes, villains, lovers, and tragedies; “It is an endless succession 
of exquisite stories (of kings and queens), extraordinary deeds, amazing friendships, and deadly 
rivalries, exemplary chivalries, and nasty treacheries.”137 The epic has an ethical undertone and it 
questions the righteousness of these rulers as some of them were held as just and some as 
flawed.138 The stories were part of Persianate oral history and before Ferdowsi, there were other 
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attempts to collect them.139 But it was Ferdowsi who spent his life collecting the materials and 
writing it between 977 and 1010. 
Building upon the epic undertone, in her tribute, Neshat constructed the portraits of the 
people who were involved in the Movement, those who showed acts of heroism and those who 
were violent. She returned to the format of still black and white photographs after many years 
working in videography and making films. Neshat employed the aesthetics of “Women of 
Allah,” portraiture photography with the subject’s frontal gaze, overlaid with text, now as 
filmmaker and with a different approach. She wanted these works to be conceived as a photo 
installation in which the images together “completed a specific narrative,” rather than creating a 
body of portrait photography as she did in the former series.140 She collaborated with the 
photographer Larry Barns once again to direct the photo shoots. She worked with her models, the 
Iranian people she knew in New York and some of her Arab friends, “to get the specific type of 
gazes and body postures to embody” the different groups that were involved in the Green 
Movement: the “patriots,” the “masses,” and the “villains.”141 Contrary to “Women of Allah” 
which is populated with female subjects, mainly Neshat’s self-portrait, she photographed both 
men and women alike in “The Book of Kings.” 
The forty-five headshots are the “masses.” They are smaller in size, and the subjects 
show little emotion with delicately written script on their bare skin (fig. 20 & 21). Neshat said 
that the “masses” are the general population and she introduced them as “the people who are 
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witnesses and bystanders.”142 Unlike the different ages that appear in the “masses,” Neshat only 
took the photographs of the youth to construct the “patriots” (fig. 2 & 22). She addressed these 
ten half-length portraits as the activists of the movement who put their life in danger to fight the 
power. The young people of the “patriots” have their hands on their hearts in a posture that 
shows their honesty, their devotion and love for a country. The inscriptions on the “patriots”’ 
skin is more confident, especially on their faces and necks, and they are easier to read in 
comparison with the tightly written text on the “masses” which is hardly accessible even for the 
viewer who knows Farsi. The “patriots” show more intense emotions that accompany the bolder 
script on their face; they are leading the general population, the “masses,” whose voice can 
barely be heard although they are numerous. 
While both genders are represented in the “masses” and the “patriots,” the “villains” are 
three full-length portraits of older men (fig. 3 & 23). Neshat called attention to the power and its 
patriarchal foundation in these three life-size photographs, which she referred to as the figures of 
authority, those who hold power. In two photographs from the “villains” group, the subjects are 
standing, and they are slightly turning to their side. One of them turns to his right and the other 
turns to his left as if they are standing side by side protecting the older villain (fig. 3 & 24). The 
elder one is sitting upward on a chair with his hands on his knees and like the other two men in 
power, confronting the viewer with his fiercely proud gaze which dominates the space (fig. 25). 
The three men in power have no shirts on. Instead of script, Neshat tattooed their bare skin by 
painting the images of soldiers on horseback riding into bloody battles from ancient times over 
the photographs. 
 







Neshat composed her narrative in “The Book of Kings” with a specific order in which the 
photographs are often installed on the wall. The “masses” are often positioned on the wall in 
front of the “villains” under their shadow and the “patriots” are placed on a side wall between the 
other two groups (fig. 25 & 26). She concluded the series with Divine Rebellion, the photograph 
of two legs from the knees down as if the person is suspended from above (fig. 32). Neshat 
painted over the photograph of the legs with the drawings of ancient wars identical to the 
“villains.” By using the similar images, one can associate the legs to the “villains” and predict 
their inescapable fate.   
The photographs of “The Book of Kings” are visually similar to those of “Women of 
Allah,” however, Neshat’s approach in this series is fundamentally different. The difference is 
identified by her viewership; but they often approach it regarding the artist’s reinterpretation of 
the historical events, ignoring Neshat’s personal relationship to them. For instance, Mellissa Ho 
reflects on the difference in “representation of the gender,” and she writes that “‘The Book of 
Kings” captures a different era −one defined by a youthful generation” and not obsessed with 
religion anymore.143 Studying Neshat’s different approach to her visual language with an insider 
look brings to light another potential reading of “The Book of Kings” in relation to “Women of 
Allah.” Rather than taking a photographic journey from memory of the past to realities of her 
current self in which the photographs of the veiled woman become the terrain to narrate her loss, 
she endorses the Green Movement and the people who fought the power. Neshat saw a beam of 
light at the end of the tunnel through which she could see her return to the home she had lost to 
the 1979 regime change. Svetlana Boym in her book, The Future of Nostalgia, writes that “nes 
meaning return to light” is the “Indo-European root of nostos” which is one part of the word, 
 







nostalgia, the part that gives shape to restorative nostalgia.144 Restorative nostalgia emphasizes 
“nostos and proposes to rebuild the lost home” or “a promise to rebuild the ideal home.”145 
While displacement and exile cause nostalgic longing for home, any social changes that awaken 
the possibility of return, also awakens the restorative nostalgia in nostalgic people. This tendency 
of restorative nostalgia, unlike reflective nostalgia, does not dwell in longing and loss. It 
compensates for the distance by presenting the availability of the desired object and it cures the 
discomfort caused by displacement with the possibility of return. But this return is a return to a 
collective projection of the home. It “gravitates toward collective pictorial symbols and oral 
cultures” and it “ends up reconstructing the emblems, rituals of home and homeland.”146 For 
nostalgic people with restorative tendencies, the past is the value that they can measure the 
shortcoming of the present. The past needs to be restored through sacrifices to reach the glories 
of the time gone that one remembers. Within Boym’s framework, one can say that the 
circumstances of 2009 evoked Neshat’s restorative nostalgia since she saw the Movement as the 
force that could remove the government in power which brought upon her a life in exile. In “The 
Book of Kings,” Neshat envisions a desired political future for home. In the process of 
constructing the photographs to narrate her homecoming, she used the belongings and symbols 
that reminded her of the past. 
 In her visual narrative, Shahnameh has an emblematic presence and Neshat revives the 
past through the epic’s symbolism in “The Book of Kings.” To understand this presence, one 
should place this epic in a larger historical context. Shahnameh has been transformed from a 
book of poetry to a vital part of Iranian identity. Dabashi writes that the epic “breathes with the 
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living history. It makes the past present, the present palpitate with the past, […], and it matches 
otherwise dissonant cognitive stages of (Iranians) historical consciousness.”147 Power has had a 
significant role to conserve Shahnameh in its present state, in addition to the continued presence 
of its stories in oral traditions, such as reading it in public. Since its creation, it has been 
historically copied and illustrated by each new dynasty in the region in their court ateliers. They 
did it to legitimize their new fragile state when overthrowing the previous rulers to overcome the 
revolutionary upheavals. In this process, Shahnameh “has been used and abused.”148 For 
instance, the Iranian regimes before and after the 1979 revolution used the text for their political 
and ideological agendas. The Pahlavi monarchs used it to link themselves to ancient Persian 
empires for their state-building project, as they were not descended from some so-called old 
royal lineage; and “the Islamic Republic reflected on the post-imperial fate of the Persian 
epic.”149 For instance, it has been said that “during Iran-Iraq war, the former Iranian president, 
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr (1933-2021), referenced it in his speeches to high-ranking Iranian officers 
to instill the courage in them to defend Iran against the Iraqi invasion.”150  
Shahnameh also played a major role in building the Iranian national identity as it relates 
to Islam.151 Building Iranians’ national identity was not a project initiated by the Pahlavi regime 
during the 1960s. Reza Zia-Ebrahimi in his book, The Emergence of Iranian Nationalism, 
explains it emerged from “a traumatic encounter” with the Russian Empire in the context of two 
wars in 1804-1813 and 1826-1828 during the rule of the Qajar dynasty (1796-1925).152 Defeats 
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in these wars led to two treaties, the 1813 Treaty of Gulistan and 1828 Treaty of Turkmenchay, 
through which Iran lost several strategic provinces to Russia in the north. Those defeats were 
followed by another military loss when Mohammad Shah Qajar (1808-1848) attacked Herat in 
1837, which was important to Britain’s hegemony in the region as it stopped Russian use of it as 
a passageway to India. Further, Iran’s geostrategic position was important to both empires and it 
became “a buffer state” between the two in Central Asia.153 Finally, they divided Iran “into three 
zones: a British zone of influence in the south west, a Russian zone in the north, and a neutral 
zone in the remaining part of the country,” with their Anglo-Russian agreement in 1907.154 These 
setbacks made Iranian elites aware of their military weaknesses and as Zia-Ebrahimi concludes 
“engendered a long and painful process of questioning which gradually paved the way for the 
emergence of […] Iran’s modernist movement which was largely concerned with increasing 
military might” and later sending students abroad for higher education.155 Upon their return, 
these students, and many others after them, joined the force of modernizing the country, in which 
Iranian national history and Iranian nationalism became of utmost importance to “a new notion 
of Iran” they were building, parallel to pragmatic modernism.156  
In this process, Shahnameh became an inspiration and an essential element in modernists’ 
historiography as they “base their claim to the primordial existence of Iran” on this epic and they 
gave it a new national meaning.157 They needed to project their existence as a nation onto the 
past and they defined its essence within this historiography. The modernists tried to liberate “the 
history of Iran and Iranians from universalism of the Islamic Umma and restricted deeds of kings 
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and prophets,” and they attempted to transform Iran and Iranians into “vessels of history 
endowed with a degree of agency.”158 Many books had been written in such a context, one of 
which was Nameh. It was written by Jalal ed-Din Mirza (1826-1870) between 1868 and 1870 
and it “essentially relied on Shahnameh” in form and context.159 Zia-Ebrahimi argues that “in all 
the Nameh, (Jalal ed-Din Mirza) praised Iran’s pre-Islamic past” and he blamed alien invasion, 
and Arabs in particular, for Iran’s decay.160 He presented the culture of pre-Islamic Iran as “a key 
to the nation’s regeneration.”161 Mohamad Tavakoli-Traqi in “Contested Memories: Narrative 
Structures and Allegorical Meanings of Iran's Pre-Islamic History” argues that Jalal ed-Din 
Mirza wrote his book in a plain language with illustrations and made it accessible for the public, 
and later during the Pahlavi nationalist regime, its theme echoed in the first published 
schoolbooks.162 In the midst of these attempts, Shahnameh acquired new meanings and since 
then has become a symbol for the pre-Islamic Iran, through which “antagonism between Iran and 
Islam” within Iranian national identity was also constructed.163 The pre-Islamic past was 
represented “as a golden age coming to a tragic end with the Muslim conquest of Iran.”164 The 
glory of the ancient Persian empire was reimagined during the Pahlavi regime, especially 
Mohammad Reza Shah in 1960s and 1970s, when Neshat was a teenager. 
Taking this history into account, Iranians, especially the opponents to revolution and 
those in exile, aligned the 1979 revolution and its aftermath with the events of the seventh 
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century. Ahmad Karimi-Hakak in “Iran's Literature 1977-1997” describes that the full course of 
Islamization of the country after 1979 and “taking the emphasis away from national component 
in Iranian sense of their identity” enhanced “the perception of a parallel” between the events of 
the seventh century and the circumstances of 1979.165 Hakak continues that “the Ayatollah 
Khomeini's insistence on Islam as the sole basis for legitimate rule in Iran,” was in contrast to 
“Pahlavi's attempts, especially, in the 1960s and 1970s to refashion modern Iran as heir to the 
imagined glory of the ancient Persian empire.”166 He writes that the oppositional discourse 
portrayed “the religious revolutionaries” as “non-Iranians” on the basis of their emphasis on 
Islam, and on the most apparent level, their distinct appearance, wearing long robes and turbans 
and forcing women to veil, their claim to be the descendent of Prophet Mohammad, and their use 
of more Arabicized language.167 For Iranians whose order of life was pulled apart by the 1979 
revolution and a new order forced on them, Shahnameh became a refuge. It became a reminder 
of the life before 1979 because of the similarities they found in the state of affairs when 
Ferdowsi put together his epic, as he wrote it when the ancient order of things was torn down by 
Muslim invasion, which forced Iranians to abandon “their ancient Zoroastrian faith and were 
converting to Islam.”168 
Neshat approaches Shahnameh and its stories within this historic context to visually 
narrate the scenario through which homecoming is possible, as the epic symbolically holds the 
conditions of the past and how the future can be. First, she borrows the title to question the 
legitimacy of the Islamic government through the emblematic significance of the book and its 
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ethical undertone, as the epic often has that question in the forefront when telling the stories of 
each king and queen. In the interview with Chiu, she said that, in “The Book of Kings” series, 
she sought to juxtapose “the concept of patriotism and violence” which she thought was in line 
with the spirit of the book.169 This remark guided the critics in writing about “The Book of 
Kings;” however, there is a much deeper cultural significance in Neshat’s approach to 
Shahnameh that has been missed and worth mentioning.170  
The word “Shahnameh” other than its direct translation can be interpreted in another 
manner. “Shahnameh,” is a compound word and it is formed by “shah” and “nameh.” “Shah” 
means king and “nameh” means a book or a letter. The direct translation is a book about the 
king, however, “shah” in Farsi does not always mean the king. Dabashi explains that “it can also 
mean “the best,” “the most significant,” or “the most chief.” […] Thus, Shahnameh can also 
mean “The Best Book,” “The Master Book,” or “The Principal Book,” because of its ethical 
undertones which could be a guide during the dark times.171 In “The Book of Kings,” Neshat 
recognizes the “patriots” as the authors of “The Principal Book,” the book that lays out a vision 
for the future in which the homecoming is possible. They lead the “masses” by their sacrifices 
and patriotism, and they unfold the new order for the future to come. Neshat addresses their 
leadership by photographing the models in the pose that speaks of their devotion and their love 
for their country. Besides, she constructs their photographs larger than the “masses.” Unlike the 
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“masses” whose photographs are often installed on the wall in front of the “villains,” implying 
their oppression by the power, “patriots” are not dominated and possessed. Although their rights 
in the fight for freedom might be violated, they will not be intimidated or controlled by the 
“villains.”  
By borrowing the title, Neshat reflects upon the new order where the “patriots” lead the 
“masses” in a direction which is distinct from those of the current time in “The Book of Kings” 
series. Within these new dispositions, the religious mandates have no presence because the 
“patriots” are “the new generation of men and women,” Neshat said to Chiu, who “were no 
longer religious, but modern, forward thinking, and highly educated.”172 Thus, she photographs 
the “patriots” and the “masses” with no religious symbolism. The female models do not have the 
veil and there is no gender segregation. Men and women both embody the role of “patriots” and 
the “masses” and their photographs are often installed next to each other. Neshat’s approach to 
this symbolism is very similar to the overt presence of the veil in “Women of Allah.” It 
approximates Neshat’s experience of change in 1979 and her memories of home, as well as the 
dichotomy between Islam and modernity in Iranian national identity. For Neshat, as it was 
explained at length in chapter one, the veil became the signifier of the change and symbolized 
the creed that prevented her returning home as she knew it, unveiled and modern. For that 
reason, photographing the female “Patriots” unveiled, is a way that Neshat visualized her desired 
homecoming.  
Neshat, in claiming the unveiled image of 2009’s political unrest and the promise it had 
for the future, was not alone. Her reaction is similar to that of other Iranians in exile in response 
 







to the image of Neda Agha-Soltan who becomes the martyr of the Green Movement. Neda was a 
twenty-six-year-old who was shot and killed in Tehran during the protests on June 20, 2009. The 
images and the videos of the last moment of her life were captured by cellphones and they 
became “the most affecting image(s) that surfaced from the protests.”173 Naghibi explains Neda's 
story turned into “a shared autobiographical narrative about the suffering of all Iranians—and 
particularly of exilic/diasporic Iranians,” as her desire for freedom cost her life.174 The graphic 
visuality of her death and its wide circulation through different news stations and (social) media 
and the urge to learn who she was, led to her photographs emerging, first with hijab and later 
without veil. Within this climate, Paula Slater, a US sculptor, “moved by the death of Neda,” 
used her photograph with the veil and created Angel of Iran (fig. 27).175 She dedicated it to the 
Iranian diasporic community in San Francisco. They thanked her, however, “they requested her 
to make yet another sculpture of Neda—this time of her unveiled,” and they named it Angel of 
Freedom (fig. 28).176 Through identifying one’s self with an unveiled image, one actually rejects 
the power that imposed the veil and the exilic life. It translates the freedom they believed they 
lost to the 1979 revolution. It also propagates “a commitment to a particular vision of the 
political future of Iran” that Neshat also shared with the diasporic Iranian community through 
which return was possible.177  
Neshat speaks of her hope and fear for the future homecoming by inscribing over the 
photographs of the “masses”’ and the “patriots,” giving them voices. Here again, Neshat 
acknowledges the “patriots” leadership as she employed bolder and larger fonts and she wrote 
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the text in a different layout. Although both groups desire a change, their voices are not to be 
heard equally. The delicate tightly written text on the “masses” is as inaccessible as their voices. 
Their scattered voices need to be led by the “patriots” as they can foresee the suffering to come 
but they gave their words to sacrifice their souls for a greater good which comes after the dark, 
and for that reason, unlike the “masses,” their voices are strong.  
Neshat turns to the poets who wrote about their struggle with oppressive power and their 
longing and hope for freedom in order to communicate her hope and fears. The poems on the 
subjects’ skin are taken from Iranian male and female poets, Nima Yushij (1897-1960), Mehdi 
Akhavān-Sāles (1929-1990), Ahmad Shamlou (1925-2000), Forough Farrokhzad (1934-1967), 
Simin Behbahani (1927-2014), Tahereh Saffarzadeh (1936-2008), and the Palestinian poet, 
Mahmoud Darvish (1941-2008). Melissa Ho introduces these poets as “leading intellectuals 
whose poetry has been suppressed or censored in the Islamic Republic for its liberty themes.”178 
Her remarks are true considering the circumstances of the 1979 revolution; however, there is 
more to say about the significance of these poets regarding Iranian modern literature.  Besides, as 
she can’t read Farsi, she does not expand on the meaning behind each inscribed word and how 
Neshat approaches their poetry.   
Neshat approaches these poets because of the proximity of theme in their poetry. She 
adopts a Farsi translation of Darvish’s poems, a wandering poet in exile, “who became the most 
gifted of his generation in the Arab world,” according to Edward Said.179 Throughout his life, he 
was involved with Palestinian politics and his poetry speaks to the conditions of exile and 
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estrangement.180 The rest of the literary figures belonged to the modernist literary movement in 
Iran, active since the 1950s and 1960s. They had been socially committed to “revolutionary 
credentials,” and they all symbolically mirrored Iran’s social and cultural issues in their 
poetry.181 Before 1979, “they combated Pahlavi regime censorship and fought for the freedom of 
thought, expression, and the press” which led them to pay “for their criticism with 
incarceration.”182 However, unlike Saffarzadeh who began to reflect religious coloring in her 
poetry from the mid-1970s and later stood by the post 1979 Islamist government, the rest of the 
poets did not see their ideology aligned with the newly formed regime. They raised their voices 
to protest the new restrictions and the Islamization of the country. Like the persecution they 
experienced before 1979, they faced censorship and ban on their voices which led some of them, 
such as Shamlou, to choose exile again after their short return before the revolution.  
These poets, Darvish as well, metaphorically yearned for home in their verses; they 
called people for their ignorance, they propagated the ideology of change, and they asked people 
to join them in a rally against oppression in order to reach the future where everyone is free. 
Dabashi in “Poetics of Politics” writes about the Iranian modernist poets who saw themselves “as 
the seer/knower/redeemer, destined to deliver the masses from the bond of poverty, ignorance, 
and tyranny.”183  
All these literary figures used similar words and phrases in their poems, especially the 
ones that Neshat inscribed on the skin of the “masses” and the “patriots.” The length of the dark, 
 
180 Rebecca Dyer, “Poetry of Politics and Mourning: Mahmoud Darwish's Genre-Transforming Tribute to 
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oppressive night, bitter winter, longing for the light and the return of springtime, reminiscing 
about the joy and rejuvenation, the angel of freedom, and people’s disregard to calls for help are 
the sentiments that these verses have in common and Neshat extracted them from the poems. 
Neshat did not inscribe one poem on each photograph; rather, she disassembled the poems, 
extracted the fragments that convey these sentiments, and she combined these fragmented verses. 
She handwrote these assembled fragments in repetition over the photographs to highlight the 
poems’ common threads. Thus, the text on the subject’s bare skin is hard to follow, however, 
Neshat’s literary assemblage serves her purpose. Together the inscribed phrases illustrate the 
darkest night in which people get used to the unjust ruler and they are condemned to witness his 
tyranny. The inscription speaks of the people who can hear the songs of beauty and can see the 
wildest green of the garden in Spring in their dreams. They call people to join them to migrate 
beyond this frigid winter while warning them of an uneasy path and the sacrifices they must 
make to reach glory. By using the fragments of poetry, Neshat writes about her hope and fears 
for the future.  
 Reading Neshat’s literary assemblage written on the “patriots” lays out an inner 
discussion among them about revolting against the enemy that tortures everyone together and 
going beyond where the scream of mothers cannot be heard.184 For instance, the fragments 
inscribed on Nida communicate an anger towards the place where people’s indolence forgot 
about the garden and the sacrifices that had been made to keep the dream alive (fig. 2). They 
address the frustration towards people’s agreement with the leaving of the angel of freedom 
many years before. The words talk about the worthlessness of life without faith. On the other 
hand, the inscriptions on Ibrahim confirm that the angel of freedom abandoned the house many 
 







years before, however, they offer a journey in which the possibilities are within reach (fig. 22). 
They speak of an extended hand to leave the exhausted memory of the dark days as the blood in 
our veins moves us forward. Nida and Ibrahim and the rest of the “patriots” are in a conversation 
affirming the fire in the house. They proclaim that they are the poets for the “masses,” and they 
appeal to the people to join them moving toward a place where there is no awakening sound of 
bullets passing through the air at night, to a day when injustice can go on trial and toward a day 
when no hearts yearn for the garden.185  
The formal arrangement of the constructed phrases within the columns on the “patriots”’ 
skin is reminiscent of how Shahnameh couplets have often been written throughout history. This 
prompts the attention again to the epic and what comes to the forefront for Iranians and their 
historic consciousness (fig. 29 & 30). Other than its transformation and becoming a “classical 
text of a tug- of- war between the national sovereignty of a people and their historic battles with 
the abusive powers of the states that laid false claim on them,” the epic’s stories of successive 
empires always communicated an ethical undertone.186 No tyrants in Shahnameh break free of 
their crime as they are all doomed. In Shahnameh, even the just kings who become oppressive 
rulers as their powers grow, face their punishment as they lose the gift of Grace. In the epic, 
Grace is given by God and according to the theory of Divine Grace, “the ruler will be abandoned 
by God if he stops being just to the people or (claims Divinity) and they will fall.”187 Homa 
Katouzian, in The Persians: Ancient, Mediaeval and Modern Iran, writes that the “fall would 
normally happen as a result of successful rebellion (or a foreign invasion) […] and anyone who 
 
185 The written assemblage on Nida and Ibrahim are fragments from “I will Salute the Sun Once Again” by Forough 
Faraokhzad, “Winter” by Mehdi Akhavān-Sāles, and “Fairies” by Ahmad Shamlou. 
186 Dabashi, The Shahnameh: The Persian Epic as World Literature, 161. 
187 Homa Katouzian, in The Persians: Ancient, Mediaeval and Modern Iran (New Haven, CT: Yale University 







succeeded to the throne was presumed to have Grace and his rule to be in that sense legitimate,” 
until the new ruler turns out to be unjust.188  
Considering the ethical undertone of Shahnameh, Neshat passes verdict about the current 
Islamic government of Iran and stripped them of their power by symbolically bringing to life the 
epic’s famous tyrant, Zahhak and his fate (fig. 31). Zahhak kills his father and ascends the throne 
by Iblis’ (Satan) advice as he appears to him in the role of counselor. In this story, Iblis (Satan) 
appears to Zahhak three times; the first time, he becomes a king with his help. The second time, 
he is a cook who prepares the most delicious feast for Zahhak. This impresses him so much that 
he orders the cook (Iblis) to ask for a favor. The cook requests to kiss Zahhak on both shoulders. 
The request is granted, however, where the cook kisses, two serpents emerge. The last time Iblis 
appears to Zahhak, he is a physician, and he tells him to kill two young men every day and feed 
the serpents with their brains to prevent their harming him. Around the same time, Zahhak 
attacks Jamshid in Iran and kills him as he “had lost Grace by claiming Divinity.”189 Zahhak 
replaces him, and he claims the power and becomes the foreign ruler of Iran. He rules over Iran 
and the rest of the world with terror and tyranny. He has many young men killed for his serpents. 
Finally, the resistance and revolts under the leadership of Kaveh, the blacksmith, and Fereydun, 
one of the descendants of Jamshid develops. Eventually, Zahhak is defeated by the revolutionary 
forces and Fereydun chains him on Mount Damavand. 
Neshat gives the visible form to Zahhak by directing the models’ poses for “villains” and 
the order of the photograph’s installation on the wall. With the Zahhak story in mind, the older 
“villain,” Bahram, is him and Amir and Sherif, the younger men, are two serpents who claim the 
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lives of the youth (fig. 25). Neshat picks three illustrations of bloody battlegrounds from the 
copy of Shahnameh she owned.190  As a tradition, the stories in Shahnameh have always been 
accompanied by illustrations. She drew them on the bare chest of the “villains” on the surface of 
the photographs. She painted the army of horsemen on the body of Bahram, the older “villain,” 
which illustrates a victory as they are apparently marching over the bodies of the defeated (fig. 
23). On the body of Amir, who slightly turns to his right, she drew a kneeling man in his armor 
who shot down another man with his arrow, and on Sherif, who turned to his left, there is a 
drawing of a horseman who is beheading a foot soldier with his sword (fig. 3 & 24). The 
illustration on the body of the older “villain” indicates a march of conquest, however, the ones on 
the bodies of the younger “villains” can be read as the stories of crimes through which they hold 
onto their power. Neshat marks their bodies with their wrongdoings, the misery, and the violence 
they brought upon people. With this visual strategy, Neshat indirectly symbolically narrates how 
the Islamic government took power in 1979 by the illustration on Bahram’s bare chest. They are 
unlawful and illegitimate because of their crime. Neshat points to the ways they protect their 
power through the drawings on Amir and Sherif. There is also a twist in Neshat’s symbolic 
representation of tyranny in “The Book of Kings” series, the foreignness of the post-1979 regime 
in Iran. Their identification with Islam is located outside the Iranian national identity, as was 
 
190 In an interview, Neshat said to Melissa Chiu: “A few years earlier I had bought an old book of Shahnameh, (a 
copy of early twentieth century lithographic version of the epic), from a friend. This beautiful book was rare as all its 
illustrations were black and white. One day while developing my ideas for (the series), I picked up the book and I 
realized to my amazement that the principal concept behind Shahnameh […] was to tell the epic tales of Persian 
heroes fighting for their nation in a poetic and mythological fashion. The Shahnameh’s stories of sacrifice, 
martyrdom, and patriotism are undated with the scene of war and violence, and killings. I realized then that my 
intention of juxtaposing concept of patriotism and violence was very much in the same spirit as Shahnameh.” 
Melissa Chiu, “Poetic History: An Interview with Shirin Neshat,” in Shirin Neshat: Facing History, ed. Melissa 







mentioned earlier. The story of Zahhak, as well, brings their foreignness to the forefront as the 
epic introduces him as the foreign ruler of Iran.  
Considering Zahhak’s fate in Shahanameh, one can conclude she illustrates the inevitable 
future of the Islamic government and their downfall in the Divine Rebellion photograph as in 
such a condition that she can return home (fig. 32). The dangling feet belong to the older 
“villain,” Bahram (fig. 23).191 The identical drawings on the skin are one clue; however, the 
important signifier is the photograph’s title which directs the attention to Divine Grace and its 
inclination in Shahnameh. If there was an assumed grace in the uprising of 1979 and the victory 
over the Pahlavi regime, their arbitrary use of power and their cruelty stripped them of their 
divinity if they had any and that would be the reason for their fall. In “The Book of Kings,” the 
“patriots” like Kaveh and Fereydoun are revolting against their oppression and will defeat the 
tyranny by their sacrifices. Neshat envisions her final verdict for those who hold the power by 
visualizing what will come upon them in Divine Rebellion. 
Conclusion: 
The final verdict that closes “The Book of Kings” speaks of the desired state in which the 
future homecoming is possible. In the series, Neshat gives her tribute to the Green Movement, 
the movement that united and engaged Iranians across the demographic spectrum with the 
possibility of a political future that they demanded in the streets of Tehran and other cities. For 
Neshat, it also promised a future inviting to her, in which she could return to a home she lost to 
the 1979 revolution. The events of 2009 opened Neshat’s wounds of exilic life and it reminded 
her of her traumatic experience in 1979. They also enabled her to imagine the prospect of change 
 
191 As it was mentioned earlier in this chapter, the illustration on the body of Bahram is identical with the drawings 







in the power structure that forced her into a life in exile. By honoring the people who sacrificed 
their life and condemning those who confronted the quest for freedom, she actually rebuilds the 
ideal state by returning to the national symbols and she restores them through the process of 
constructing the photographs of “The Book of Kings.” In her narrative, she projects her dislikes 
and what is against her homecoming. She refers to the emblematic presence of Shahnameh from 
her collective memory of the epic and she removes any religious mandate when she creates the 
“patriots,” the people who lead the “masses” towards the light. “The Book of the Kings” is a 
tribute to a movement, however, Neshat’s restorative nostalgia transcends her political sentiment. 
She makes sense of her longing for home and the discomfort of her exilic life as the Green 


















Using the framework of nostalgia defined by Svetlana Boym in The Future of Nostalgia, this 
thesis revisited the series “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings,” that Shirin Neshat 
created twenty years apart. The events following the 1979 revolution, which led to drastic 
political and social changes, interrupted Neshat’s memory of the place she left at the age of 
seventeen and brought upon her a life in exile. These events stopped the correspondence of her 
past, her present, and her future and brought her fears, discontents, and anxieties which evoked 
her nostalgia. Neshat's nostalgia for the dream of a place called home guided her to construct the 
photographs of “Women of Allah.” Through the process of creating the series, she confronted the 
state of home before 1979 and its state afterwards in order to come to terms with new Iran and 
understand the changes the country went through. Three decades later, another quest for freedom 
during the Green Movement once again opened Neshat’s wound of exilic life and reminded her 
of “ineffable homesickness.”192 She created “The Book of Kings,” using the visual aesthetic of 
“Women of Allah,” to give her tribute to the movement, in which a new political future for her 
country became a possibility. “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings” are connected 
beyond the theme and the visual language she employed to create each series. They share 
Neshat’s nostalgia for a place she lost because of the 1979 revolution. Boym in her book 
distinguishes two kinds of nostalgia: the reflective and restorative, the former is a longing for a 
lost home and the latter is about the desire to return and restore one’s imagined past. This thesis 
argued that the photographs of both series became the terrain through which Neshat narrates the 
 







relationship between her past, present, and future. She constructs her longing for home in 
“Women of Allah'' and she visualizes her homecoming in “The Book of Kings.” 
To understand Neshat’s romance with the past and how it becomes the underlying 
sentiment of the series, one should look at the visual content she employed to construct the 
photographs of “Women of Allah” and “The Book of Kings.” Simultaneously, it is necessary to 
approach these visuals in their social, historical, and political contexts and what they have 
become to Neshat within these underlying conditions and in why her nostalgia plays a role here. 
Studying the series in relation to each other reveals Neshat’s different approach to each 
movement and to the people who were involved in it. “Women of Allah” is infused with her loss 
and longing for the state of home before 1979 as she questions people’s agreement to live under 
the Islamic law forced on them by the newly established government. On the other hand, she 
endorses the Green Movement in “The Book of Kings” and she celebrates the bravery of the men 
and women who fought against the oppressive power. Her approval of the Green Movement is 
saturated with the qualities that she knew home had before the storm of change stopped her 
return home. This desired homecoming highlights the dichotomy inhabited in Neshat’s 
representation of the people in the photographs of each series.  
The contrast here can be fully grasped within the circumstances that led to her exilic life. 
The introduction set a ground for the utmost importance of the 1979 revolution, which caused a 
traumatic experience for Neshat. Her experience of change is twofold; on one hand, it is about 
the changes her family and her country went through which she learned about from afar through 
U.S. media. What she saw of the change was a sharp contrast with the image she remembered 
home with. On the other hand, she faced antagonism against Iranians here in the U.S. as the 







444 days. What is important here in relation to these experiences is the identifications that 
Neshat knew herself with before 1979. Being from an upper-middle class family with the 
experience of a luxurious life in which her father could afford to send her abroad to continue her 
education, promised her a future that she left home for at the age of seventeen. Up until the 
revolution, she was a friend from a modern country with close ties to the U.S., yet the aftermath 
of 1979 turned her into an enemy from a place ruled by Islamic theocracy. The contrast between 
the condition of her life and the foreign state of the home interrupted the relationship between 
her past, present, and her future and traumatized her. Neshat’s “anxiety about (her) vanishing 
past,” evoked her nostalgia through which she could make sense of the change.193 Once again, 
the events of 2009 and the social unrest protesting the result of the presidential election brought 
to the forefront all the losses she went through because of the 1979 revolution. The Green 
Movement, and the government’s repressive action against the people in the streets, reminded 
her of the power structure that caused her an over-three-decade life in exile. This time, she saw a 
light which offered her the possibility of being relieved of the pain of the exilic life. She yearned 
to be part of a movement in which she glimpsed the state she desires for home. Neshat’s trauma 
and nostalgia linked the series beyond their similarities, however, the nostalgic tendencies are 
not the same when constructing the photographs of “Women of Allah” and “The Book of 
Kings.”  
Building upon Boym’s definition of reflective nostalgia, chapter one approached 
“Women of Allah.” Reflective nostalgia “dwells in algia, in longing and loss” and it comes into 
full play when one cannot have access to the belongings of the past.194 In such circumstances, the 
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memorial signs of the past are savored, and they are confronted with the current circumstances to 
make sense of the loss. Within this line, Neshat’s memory of the home shapes her narrative in 
the series when she questions people’s, especially women’s, agreement with the newly 
established government after the 1979 revolution and their Islamic creed. She reflects on the new 
state of home by reconstructing the images that had become the signifier of the change over a 
decade, the photographs of militant veiled women. By inscribing the verses of female poets and 
authors, mainly Farrokhzad and Saffarzadeh, over the photographs, she creates a dialectic 
between the past and present to speak of her homesickness and being sick of the home.  
Using Boym’s definition of restorative nostalgia, chapter two explored “The Book of 
Kings” series. It brought to light Neshat’s different approach when creating the photographs of 
the people who took to the streets of Tehran and other cities in Iran in their quest for freedom 
while using “Women of Allah” visual language. Putting her faith in the promise of a different 
political future for Iran given by the Green Movement, Neshat rebuilds the condition through 
which she could return home. In “The Book of Kings,” Neshat engages with Shahnameh and its 
symbolism for Iranians’ sense of nationality and what the epic brings to the forefront. Neshat’s 
nostalgia for the home manifests itself through her reconstructions of the monuments of the past, 
while visualizing the homecoming and the people who were leading the public to this desired 
future. Her romance with the past only sees the Islamic government against her return as she saw 
their Islamic creed outside Iranians’ sense of their identity.   
The central point to this research was Neshat’s personal relationship to an event that 
caused a traumatic experience for her, the experience that interrupted her sense of Iranian 
identity due to the drastic social and political changes in a place she knew as home. Neshat’s 







state of home with its current state using portrait photography and poetry. Twenty years later, 
another political event in Iran reminded her of the condition of the exilic life and her trauma. 
This time, she restores the past when visualizing a potential future for her country, different from 
its current state, the condition under which she can see her return. 
Understanding Neshat’s visual language in this context enables one to go beyond the 
common readings of her work. The readings in part derive from the 1979 revolution and the 
Islamist government and how it determined the livelihood of the people living in a segregationist 
society, especially the constraints that women must endure. Besides, it allows the viewer to pass 
the narratives shaped by the landscape of Iran-U.S. tension which look only into the artist’s 
political commentary and her stance towards the government of her country. The photographs of 
both series and Neshat’s life story sanction these interpretations, however, they do not provide 
the exact significance of each visual imagery in the photographs of “Women of Allah” and “The 
Book of Kings.” For most of Neshat’s audience in the U.S and Europe, the text inscribed on the 
photographs is incomprehensible and they are unfamiliar with the context she borrowed her 
visuals from, as well as their significance for Iranians. And for her Iranian descend viewers, the 
personal relationship to these political events, for the most part, obscure other potential reading 
of her work. Reading the visual elements and contextualizing the poetics of the series 
considering her trauma and nostalgia give space to the complex history of modern Iran to come 
to the forefront. This history reveals how these elements have been transformed and impregnated 
with meanings by power and politics before and after the 1979 revolution and it sheds light on 
why Neshat chose them instead of others. The framework of nostalgia gives importance to the 







It is true that one cannot separate the artist’s personal politics and her stance towards the 
government of her country, however, the scholars can view these personal politics with a new 
light and give chances to the potential interpretation of Neshat’s work or other artists who chose 
exile. Although they crossed borders, the local meanings of their works and their memory of 
their past, whatever it is, still shape their narratives. Approaching their work within this view 
gives the viewers a better sense of the narratives and they will connect them with diverse stories 
that reside within the work of the artists. In the case of this thesis, the local meanings of Neshat’s 
visual language provided a framework to make a better sense of the dichotomy residing in her 
work. The contradiction of the past and the present state of her home is a reality, however, what 
a viewer gets is a better sense of the past which resides in the artist’s memory. This approach 
helps to understand how/why she sees her past in contrast with the anxieties of her current life. 
And, when she spoke of her homecoming, she can only see it possible when it holds the 
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Figure 1. Shirin Neshat, Faceless, “Women of Allah” series. 1994, Gelatin silver print & ink, 14 











Figure 2. Shirin Neshat, Nida (The “Patriots”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Acrylic on LE 




















Figure 3. Shirin Neshat, Amir (The “Villains”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Acrylic on LE 




























Figure 5. Shirin Neshat, Whispers, “Women of Allah” series. 1997, Gelatin silver print & ink, 50 













Figure 6. Shirin Neshat, Allegiance with Wakefulness, “Women of Allah” series. 1994, Gelatin 




















Figure 7. Shirin Neshat, Offered Eyes, “Women of Allah” series. 1993, Gelatin silver print & 












Figure 8. Shirin Neshat, Untitled, “Women of Allah” series. 1996, Gelatin silver print & ink, 58 
















Figure 9. Unknown photographer. “Zaynab’s Sisters Commemorate the Eighth Anniversary of 
the Holy Defense Against Iraq.” Reproduced in Faegheh Shirazi, The Veil Unveiled: The Hijab 














Figure 10. Unknown photographer, “A chador-clad volunteer prepares to fire a handgun during 
training (©Associated Press).” From Minou Reeves, Female Warriors of Allah: Women and the 





















Figure 11. Shirin Neshat, Moon Song, “Women of Allah” series. 1995, Gelatin silver print & ink, 












Figure 12. Shirin Neshat, My Beloved, “Women of Allah” series. 1995, Gelatin silver print & 












Figure 13. Christia Fotini, Martyrdom is The Inheritance of the Prophet and His Family to Their 
Followers. “Tehran Propaganda Mural” collection. 2006. Fung Library, 
































Figure 15. Shirin Neshat, Unveiling, “Women of Allah” series. 1995, Gelatin silver print & ink. 













Figure 16. Shirin Neshat, I am its Secret, “Women of Allah” series. 1993, Gelatin silver print & 




















Figure 17. Shirin Neshat, Untitled, “Women of Allah” series. 1996, Gelatin silver print & ink, 67 













Figure 18. Shirin Neshat, Rebellious Silence, “Women of Allah” series. 1994, Gelatin silver print 


















Figure 19. Shirin Neshat, Speechless, “Women of Allah” series. 1994, Gelatin silver print & ink, 
13.1 x 8.6 in.  
 
Figure 20. Shirin Neshat, Nickzad (The “Masses”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, ink on LE 



















Figure 21. Shirin Neshat, Sara Zandieh (The “Masses”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Ink 












Figure 22. Shirin Neshat, Ibrahim (The “Patriots”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Ink on LE 
























Figure 23. Shirin Neshat, Bahram (The “Villains”). “The Book of Kings” series. 2012. ink on LE 


































Figure 24. Shirin Neshat, Sherief (The “Villains”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Acrylic on 

























Figure 25. The “Villain,” Installation view of exhibition "Shirin Neshat: The Book of Kings", 














Figure 26. The “Masses,” Installation view of exhibition "Shirin Neshat: The Book of Kings", 























Figure 27. Paula Slater, Neda Agha-Soltan, Angel of Iran. 2009, Bronze, Life size. Courtesy of 
the artist, https://paulaslater.com/sculpture/neda-agha-soltan-angel-of-freedom/. (accessed 














Figure 28. Paula Slater, Neda Agha-Soltan, Angel of Freedom. 2009, Bronze, Life size. Courtesy 
of the artist, https://paulaslater.com/sculpture/neda-agha-soltan-angel-of-freedom/. (accessed 



















Figure 29. Unknown creator, Yazdegird I Kicked to Death by the Water Horse, Page from a 
Manuscript of Shahnama. Circa 1300-30. Ink, opaque watercolor, silver, and gold on paper. 2 
1/8 x 4 7/8 in. Credit Line: Cora Timken Burnett Collection of Persian Miniatures and Other 











Figure 30. Shirin Neshat, Roja (The “Patriots”), “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Ink on LE 


















Figure 31. Unknown creator, Zahhak Enthroned with the Two Daughters of Jamshid, Page from 
a Manuscript of Shahnama. Circa 1615. Ink, opaque watercolor, and gold on paper. 7 5/8 x 6 1/2 













Figure 32. Shirin Neshat, Divine Rebellion, “The Book of Kings” series. 2012, Ink on LE silver 
gelatin print, 62 x 49 in.  
 
